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The most important question you can ask
concerning substance abuse treatrnent is whether
or not it works. At Valley Hope, our answer is
a resounding Yes! Treatment Works. People can
and do recover from their addiction to alcohol and

other durgs. Lost work days can become
productive work days and families torn apart by

the addiction can begin to love again.

There are some other important questions.
Valley Hope's answer is the same for each...Yes.

Yes, Valley Hope offers quality substance abuse
treatment services with the focus on individual recovery.

Professional, certified staff direct an individualized
treatment plan. All Valley Hope facilities are JCAHO ~

accredited and/or state licensed.

Yes, the treatment services offered by Valley Hope are
grounded in 12-Step philosophy with strong emphasis on
family participation, spirituality (non-denominational) and

~ continuing care placement.

Qualit treatment does not have to be expensive. nY
Valley Hope can answer your questions about

affordability with a resounding yes, too. Call us
today and let Valley Hope say~es to your ~

treatment needs.
•

aln
VALLEY HOPE
ASSOCIATION

Alcohol, Drug and Related Treatment Services
Treatment facilities in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Oklahoma.

Fly to Recovery Program available across the United States.

Corporate Offices P.O. Box 510 Norton, KS 67654

ADMISSIONS 1-800-544-5101 INFORMATION 1-800-654-0486
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THE BUSINESS
OF OPTIMISM

f you are doing the downsizing, it is a business issue. If you are being downsized,
is is a people issue. If you are an EA professional, you already know that most
business issues are also people issues, and these days, change is most likely at the

center of both.

The many books on change management, whether written from a purely busi-

ness perspective or a behavioral perspective, generally are selling optimism—espe-
cially the brand of optimism that is not afraid of recognizing barriers, i.e., you can't
solve a problem you don't face.

Unfortunately, or fortunately, a lot of people in the EA field have been forced to

face the same problem as the employees they might be helping. They have changed

positions, companies, responsibilities and sometimes professions. Some have made

moves with a certain eagerness and sense of satisfaction, but others have struggled

with emotional and financial pain. Even considering all this, I believe that those in

the field who may now be spending more time with outcomes data or expanding

their business skills have not given up on the essential optimism of EA: People can

make major life changes successfully, and helping them to do so can be a source of

great strength to the counselors and as well as the clients.

Apropos of change and optimism, EmployeeAssistance" March/April issue launch-

es our redesign. Besides the new logo and look, you will discover new columns and

departments that expand our long-time focus on solutions. Enjoy!
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Give us
your tired,

yoar overworkE
your huddled

masses yearnir~
to breathe
stress-free.

Do you have clients

who feel like they've been

carrying the torch for an

eternity?

Onsite's Quality of Life

program has been specif-

ically designed to address

the health consequences

of stress.

Through a week of self-

discovery amid southern

Arizona's Santa Catalina

Mountains, participants

acquire techniques to

balance mind and body

and overcome the stressful

demands in their lives.

Quality of Life can be a

liberating experience for

anyone suffering froth

stress-related pain or other

complications. Please call

us at 800-341-7432 for
more information on how

we can help. It will shed

new light on your options.

Circle 2 on card.

ONSITE
16500 N: Lago del Oro Parkway

Tucson, AZ 85739
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INSURANCE CLAIMS
FOR MENTAL DISORDERS RISING

encal and nervous disorders have become synonymous with occupation- ;'

relatc<~ disease. 'Cheee are cliousancis of le~surance claims filed every year ,';'

on the grounds of mental and nervous medical disorders. Insurers are '''

trying to exclude oc limit payment nn such claims. The problem with their attempts ';

to exclude these disorders from coverage lies in the terminology "mental and seer-

vous disorder." It could be unclear depending upon the situation and, for a variety s

of reasons, courts have found in favor of the individual seeking coverage.

.Many courts look for physical symptoms of the illness, but there ai~e drawbacks !'`

in trying to determine what the average person considers symptoms birought on by ;',

a mental illness. Sometimes legitimate physical illness can cause syrx~ptoms that are ' w

similar to nicntal illness, e.g., a brain tumor can cause forgetfulness, hallucinations

and headaches.

Currently, tl~e definition of mental anti nervous disorders will be hammered o~it

little by little iii die courtrooms o1'Annerica.

ENZYME TIE-IN DISCOVERED
AFFECTING ADDICTION TO SMOKING
A substance in tobacco smoke has been

found that researchers believe to be con-

nected to smokers' addiction to nicotine,

involving a link between the need to

smoke and the pleasure-enhancing chemi-

cal in the brain called dopamine.

Dopamine is classified as a neurotrans-

mitter, that helps the brain cells communi-

cate with one another. Nicotine, like other

addictive drugs such as cocaine or heroin, is

addictive because it causes the brain to

release. a large amount of dopamine.

Researchers at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory in Upton, N.Y., pointed out

that the enzyme that breaks down

dopamine, known as monoamine oxidase

B or MAOB, is 40 percent less active in

smokers than in non-smokers.

What researchers concluded is that

there is a property in cigarette smoke,

which has other psychoactive components

besides niwtine, that inhibits the enzyme

from breaking down the dopamine. This

property binds to the dopamine thereby

inhibiting its breakdown and possibly

enhancing the addictive properties of nico-

tine because it helps keep the level of

dopamine high.

According to the researchers, if the

inhibitor-destroyer could be identified,it

might constitute a step toward a major

breakthrough in the field of drug therapy.

Currently, they have not been able to iden-

tify the particular property that destroys the

dopamine- inhibiti~ig enzyme.

U.S. HEALTHCARE ENDS
HMOS' PROVISIONS CLAUSES

U.S. Healthcare has agreed to drop its

provisions limiting doctors ability to talk

freely with patients about treatment

options and HMO payment plans.

In recent months, HMOs have received

a lot of publicity concerning contract pro-

visions, known as "gag clauses," that pre-

ventdoctors from spealung freely with their

patients about all of their treatment

options.

Critics of the managed care system have

accused these HMOs of using gag clauses

to prevent doctors from providing their

clients with more expensive medical treat-

ment, thereby keeping costs down and

profits up.
Some HMOs go so far as to require.

preapproval before a doctor can prescribe a

form of treatment for a patient. Some doc-

tors argue that restrictions such as this

interfere with the doctor-patient relation-
ship and are in essence medically unethical.

U.S. Healthcare has taken the clause out

of its contract and replaced it with a provi-

sion that protects the doctors' freedom of

speech.

employeeassistance



ERISA RULES CONTRADICTED
BY FMLA PROVISION
Under ERISA, "Years of Service" are

used to determine whether or not an

employee is eligible to participate in a pen-

sion plan, when he or she vests in a benefits

plan and whether or not ui individual is

entitled to accrue benefits for any given

plan year. A year of service is generally

defined as a 12-month period during which

the employee completes 1,000 "Hours of

Service." The Deparunent of Labor plan

stipulates that most plans credit an employ-

ee with one hour of service for "each hour

for which the employee is paid...for the per-

founance of duties" and for each hour of

paid leave.

The Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

section 104(a)(3)(A) states that nothing in

the FMLA shall be construed to entitle an

employee to "the accrual of any...employ-

ment benefits during any period" of FMLA

leave. Then in section 104(a)(3)(B) pro-

vides that nothing in the FMLA shall be

construed to entitle an employee to

Even the worst storms

~~ pass. A brain injury

creates fear and frustration, often

leading to behavioral problems

and multiple admissions. We

specialize indifficult-tatreat cases.

From medical rehabilitation to

community re-entry, we custom

design treatment programs that

lift patients to the highest level

of their capabilities. We help

weather the storm.

"any...benefit...other than any...benefit to

which the employee would have been enti-

tled had the employee not taken the leave."

These two sections are inconsistent with

ERISA rules. The Deparunent of Labor

offered an interpretation of the two sec-

tions. With respect to pension and other

retirement plans, any period of FMLA

leave will be treated as continued service for

purposes of vesting and eligibility to

participate.

The regulations do not require that an

employee be credited with an hour of ser-

vice for benefit accrual purposes, but do

require crediting of hours unpaid FMLA

leave as hours of service for participation

and vesting services~The statute does not

attempt to justify this distinction.

DRUG TESTING MAY BE PART
OF ARREST PROCEDURE

Clinton, as part of his campaign to rid

the streets of America of crime, ordered

that everyone who is arrested on federal

criminal charges will be asked to submit to

a drug test. The president signed an execu-

tive order that instructed Attorney General

Janet Reno to introduce the policy this past

month.
Clinton said he hoped this new hard- • ''~

nose approach would weaken the link

between drugs and crime.

Under the new order, anyaie who is

arrested for a federal crime will be asked to

take a drug test. He or she has the right to

refuse the test, but the Justice Department

lav✓yers can present the individuals refusal ,
to a judge and request that bail be denied. '"

FREUDNET WEB SITE `~ : ~~ ,,
FUTURE OF PSYCHOTHERAPY
1'he FreudNet web site is the first ; ;'`,.

attempt that the field of psychoanalysis has'~~^

made at entering the digital information ';±`

age. The Abraham A. Brill Library is spon- , M ;

Boring the new web site. N~b~,

FreudNet features programs and

announcements of the New York Psycho-

analytic Institute as well as library hours,

service information, scientific meeting

;~

H E R L T N C A H E ~ E H A B I l I T R T I 0 N C E N 1 E N
A Brown Schools Brain Injury F~ Neuropsychiatric Hospital • 1106 West Dittmar Road •Austin, Texas 78745.1-800-252-5151
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papers and indexes of online text resources
related to Freud, psychoanalysis and related
disciplines and issues.

This library is possibly the largest psy-
choanalytic library in the world. Library
holdings comprise more than 40,000
books periodicals and reprints dealing
with the field of psychoanalysis.
To access the web site via the Internet,

use (http://www.interport.net/nypsan).

MCCAFFREY WANTS TO
STOP DRUG TRAFFICKERS

President Clinton has nominated a
four star army general to lead the war on
drugs. Gen. Barry R. McCaffrey, decorat-
ed For his combat in both the Vietnam
War and the Persian Gulf War, recently
spoke to the Senate Judiciary Committee
concerning his views on how the illegal
drug trade should be dealt with. The
committee has confirmed his nomination
as the director of the Office on National
Drug Control Policy.

McCaffrey intends to take a multifac-

eted approach to the war on drugs.
According to the general, supply and

demand are the two main issues concern-

ing drug traffic that have to be dealt with.
McCaffrey vowed to take a look at the

existing drug piograms to weed out what
works and what does nor.
With over 75 percent of the nations

cocaine and heroine addicts behind bars,
McCaffrey sees the need for treatment
programs before the prisoners are released
and sent back to their communities.
Although McCaffrey has no plans of

making any radical changes in the current
drug policies, he has expressed a desire to
look at the various aspects of the current
policy.

COMMISSION DEVELOPS
PLAN FOR OPERATIONS
The Board of Commissioners of the

Joint Commission o❑ Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations recently

approved the 1996 Action Plan. The plan
defines the commissions operational pri-

M
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La Hacienda
Hunt, Texas

RECOVERING
PROFESSIONALS'

PROGRAM

"La Hacienda struck me as being the best
treatment center for alcoholics and poly-drug

addicts in the State off'Texas."
Ftom REHAB - an authodtaUve aulde to the Mrst Inoatlent

tehabilitaUon centers in the United Slates by Stan Hart, Harper-Rowe D

1-800-749-6160
Fully licenced and accredited

Circle 14 on card.

orities for the coming year and seeks con-

tinued improvement in the accreditation
process as its basic objective.
The Commission sought input from a

variety of sources, including the state hos-
pital and medical associations, the Work
Group on Accreditation Issues for Small
and Rural Hospitals, members of the
Joint Commission's Liaison Network
members and others. Individual board
members and Joint Commissiott corpo-
rate members also provided suggestions.
The plan begins with a commitment to

maintain and improve upon the 1995
gains in service and performance and
then sets forth a series of specific actions
to be undertaken within identified prior-
ity areas.

The plan uses nine categories: value,

responsiveness, duplication reduction,

standards, pre-survey process, survey
process, post-survey process, Orion pro-
ject and educational support. The L996
Action Plan was built on previous change
initiatives and accreditation issues.

They look like kids. They act like kids. But they have adult sized problems.
Some are into drugs. Some alcohol. Others have been physically or sexually

abused.
They don't know they have ~ problem. But you do.
Boys & Giris Town of Missouri extends its successful therapy services to

children in the home and school setting. The Outpatient Care Programs are
cost-effective and successful for children between
the ages of 6 and 17.

So, what do you say? Get them help while they ~
are still small. Because as they grow, so will the ~ ~
hurt.

For more information call TM
(573)265-3251. Bays & GiT~S Town

St. Louis • St. James •Springfield 
aJMissouri

Circle 15 on card.
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ARRIERS TO SUCCESSFUL

STRESS MANAGEMENT
Before Selecting St~~ctegies, Pinpoint the Systemic Cause of Suess

B Y E S T H E R M O R I O L I M S

t had been a routinely lousy day at the bank—computers

down, swelling lines at the windows, tellers trying to stay

composed before increasingly churlish customers. Then

the branch manager collapses in the hallway. Without a

doubt, is was time for management to act, especially since the

tellers were also accumulating lost-time accidents and report-
ing chronic back pain.

Does it strike a cord? Everywhere we turn, we hear of more

downsizing, re-engineering, consolidation and competition,
along with shorter new-product cycles and a host of related
trends, all creating widespread distress in the workplace.
Maybe your people aren't fainting in the hallways, but if

your organization is like most, you've probably still been feel-

ing the vibrations of distress and diminished performance. At

a time when you need everybody's effort, more people than
usual are losing time to illness and accidents. At a time when

you need added productivity, people are questioning why they
should do their best. At a time when you need flexibility and

a willingness to try new approaches and technologies, people

seem to be clinging to old ways.

The dissonance echoes from many sources—not just per-

sonal issues, but also from the organization and its culture.

Perhaps, most significant of all is the overall economic envi-

ronment, currently undergoing the greatest restructuring since

the Industrial Age. It's time for a fresh, data-centered

approach to stress, health and performance, one that embraces

the realities of the contemporary organization and the extra-

ordinary era in which we find ourselves today.

The role of the employee assistance program within these

re-emerging organizations can be one of the organizational

shamans and personal healers—to deliver high quality, multi-

level strategies that respond to the critical needs of our com-

panies and the people within them. This article will challenge

old assumptions about how organizations work and why some

stress programs or other health promotion efforts may fail in

the long run.

U~hole=Systems Thinking
First it is essential to think systematically: to establish a sys-

tems-oriented framework to help you understand stress and its
relationship to your employees health and productivity. Most

planners of stress programs make the mistake of viewing scress

in isolation, apart from its fundamental connection to health

and productivity issues. Yet these factors are profoundly inter-

marchiapril 1996 ~ 9



S T R E S S M A N A G E M E N T

connected and should not be artificially

separated from each other.

Temporarily suspend your beliefs about

stress as well as any judgments you might

have as you read the rest of this article. To

adequately address the challenges of work-

place stress, we'll need to examine the

organizations and the individuals within

them from a whole new perspective.

Research, developed over asix-year peri-

od with a sample of over 1,500 individuals

from more than 40 companies throughout

the United States and Canada, provided

the basis for the change in perspective.

Our experiences with these organizations

taught us that most stress programs that

don't work do so because their solutions

have been based on the wrong definitions

of the problem. You can't fix something

that isn't working until you correctly iden-

~, I (~ Circle 5 on card.

tify what is broken in the first place. To do

that requires looking beyond the familiar.

We simply cannot afford to act like the fel-

low who lost his keys in the dark part of

the alley, looked for them only where the

street was lighted and then proclaimed

that the keys were nowhere to be found.

So, having said that, here are the facts

we uncovered.

FACT: Most stress .programs that don't

work place the onus of responsibility on

the individual rather than on the organiza-

tion itself. An organization's culture and

structures affect virtually everyone and

everything within it: who gets hired; who

gets promoted and how it happens; how

work gets done; which products make it to

market; who gets rewarded and for what,

etc. So why wouldn't the same system also

profoundly affect the kinds of stressors

that people experience and the ways They

respond to those stressors?

The source of stress within an organiza-

tion can be found in structures, processes

and values of the organization itself rather

than the personal habits of its people. Our

research conclusively.shows that no matter

how healthy individual employees are

when they start out, if they work in dys-

functional systems, they will experience

burn-out.

Many stress programs don't work

because they focus almost exclusively on

how employees respond to stress rather

than pinpointing the actual root causes of

stress within the company's particular sys-

tems. For example, a Northern California

bank we began working with was about to

institute a program on managing change

to help their branch managers deal with

health problems that had arisen due to

recent downsizing. By choosing this

approach, the bank was assuming the most

effective solution was to teach their man-

agers how to react differently to the stres-

sors they were experiencing.

Our testing revealed that the cause of

the stress was actually rooted in the sys-

tem: The managers had too many people

to supervise. By reducing the number of

subordinates reporting directly to each

branch manager, the company was able to

alleviate an enormous amount of day-to-

day pressure, thereby empowering the

managers to cope more effectively. The

employeeassistance



result: the managers stopped getting sick.

An East coast-based television company

we worked with was trying to deal with

employees' stress brought out in a survey

management had conducted showing that

the employees' number one concern was

stress in the workplace. Our testing

revealed that the employees' stress prob-

lems were directly connected to systemic

issues: poor requisition procedures for

securing resources that people needed to

do their jobs and a rigid approach to prob-

lem-solving by management. The results
also showed that there was one issue that
was the employees' responsibility: they
needed co learn how to set priorities and
use their time more efficiently.

A systems-oriented

frdYnework helps

employers uncle~stund

stress ~znd its

relationship to

employees health ~znd

productivity.

We recommended an organization-wide

examination of how resources could be

requisitioned without long delays and a
training program that targeted time man-
agement and adaptability skill-building
programs. After implementing these
changes, the station reported great
improvements in the health and produc-
tivity of its employees.

Diversity in Stress
It may seem easier, in the short run, to

focus on the individual employees within

the organization rather than taking a long

hard look at its current systems and the

way they affect employees. Management

needs to ask itself honestly: Can the orga-

nization afford to keep that status quo?

FACT: Different groups of employees

experience stress and cope with it in sever-

al different ways.

Diversity training is a very hot topic in

American companies today. But the con-

cept of diversity has not yet reached many

of the people who create and administer

stress programs.
Nearly all stress programs assume a

homogeneity in their target audiences that

doesn't actually fit the real employees who

are actually involved in these programs.

Our research clearly demonstrates that

such distinctions as gender, age and

employee status have a profound effect on

how individuals experience and cope with

stress. In a nutshell, here are our findings:

1. Men and women experience and

react to stress differently. The data demon-

strate that men are less sensitive than

women to the subtle signals of distress in

their bodies and are therefore less likely to

heed warning signs—a key factor con-

tributing to the severity of their illnesses,

such as heart attacks, strokes and

hypertension.

Further, the distress related to intense

work pressures caused the women in our

research to be absent more frequently than

the men who reported the same level of

workplace pressures. On the other hand,

stress related to intense home pressures

caused the men to be absent more fre-

quently than those women who reported

the same sort of pressure at home.

2. Younger workers experience more

distress than older workers. Because of our

emphasis in the value of youth, we assume

that young people are more capable of

dealing with stress than older people are,

yet this assumption is false. Most of the

younger respondents experienced more

personal change and pressure in their non-

work lives than the older respondents.

They were not as concerned with self-care

as the older respondents. They were also

more withdrawn, pessimistic and exhibit-

ed agreater number of negative behavior

patterns, such as overeating, drinking too

much and doing drugs. Conversely, the

older employees were more stable, they

took better care of themselves and were
more sociable, optimistic and less indul-
gent in negative behavior patterns.

3. The highest stress is experienced
within the lowest levels of the organiza-
tion. It is traditionally assumed that the

motivating with magic
in the work place
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Prevention and
Awareness Programs

We'll present the programs
or train you to do it.

LIVE PRESENTATIONS
TRAIN THE TRAINER
STAFF DEVELOPMENT

PROG1tAMS ~~'CItAINWG HAVI: I31iIiN
I'RI:SENTED FOR:

L1AW — Pord — Keynote, lrsiin fhe trainer,
open l~ousc
Kimberly-Clark Corp. — IiAP workshops,
open house, family picnics

K~ebler —Human Resource Awareness

U.S. Postal Service — Supervisor'Ci<iining
Quaker Oats — Safety Meetings
Lanier Voice Products —Sales Meeting
Amoco • AETNA • Clinique • tiurel<a
• Evangelical Health Systems • Urant
Hospital •Illinois llept. of Public Aid
• K-Mart Corp. •Kraft Foods •Leaf
Confectionery Co. •Motorola

• Owens — Illinois • Proc[or &Gamble
Over 1200 Colleges and Universities

VISIT OUR WEB SITE
~1II[)~~~W W W.Il7iiKICt71~111[.C011l

E-MAIL: info@magicmgmt.com

MAGIC MANAGEMENT
P.O. Box 8457

polling Meadows, IL 00008

i ~' ~~
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S T R E S S M A N n G E M G N T

managers, burdened with the pressures

that come with more responsibility, would
be more stressed than people
in the lower echelons of the

organization. In fact, the
data showed the opposite to
be true. Employees with
more responsibility experi-
ence less distress than those
employees lower in the hier-
archy. Conversely, employees
with the greater number of
supervisors over them and
less control over their work
environment tend to gec sick
more often (especially back
pains and headaches), be
absent more often and exhib-
it more symptoms of physi-
cal and emotional distress.
Frequently, they complain of
insomnia and depression.
To make the whole-system

concept a reality within a
company's approach to stress

management programs, managers will

have to stop assuming that all employees
are the same. Each group needs to be test-

ed to target its particular needs.
Stress programs work when they

address the systemic roots of

stress while integrating the spe-

cific needs of the people within

it. Balancing these two sides of

tl~e issue ensures an effective,

cost-conscious approach that will

result in an, organizational cul-

ture primed for optimal health

and performance.

YOUTH CARE ACADEMY
Adolescent Residential Treatment

Youth Care effectively treats school failure, lenrr2ing dis-
abilities, depression, social withdrawal, family problems,
alcohol c?t ~rµ~ abuse, eating disorders, non-compliance,
self-destructive behaviors, pl2ysical & sexunl abuse

State Licensed JCAHO Accredited

• Professional Staff •Initial Assessment
• Accredited Junior and Senior High Schools

1-800-786-4924

Mailing Address: Locations:
P.O. Box 909 ~ ~ Draper, UT
Draper, Utah ~YY~ West Jordan, UTga.o2o yp T~
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Orioli is the founder and CEO of

Essi Systems Inc., a San Francisco-

based stress research and manage-

ment consulting firm. More infor-

mation on the research mentioned

can be obtained by contacting her

at (415) 252-8224, Fax (415)

252-5732 or through the. Internet

at Essisys.AOL. com.
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~ ~ , 28 Years of Successful Outcomes
A Residential Treatment and Education

~„, ~ Program for Children and Adolescents
Y 0 U 7 tl
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The Eckerd Alternative Treatment Program is a short to
long term educational and therapeutic program for children

and adolescents 10-17 years of age. One of the first outdoor
therapy programs in the United States, we are also the
largest in numbers of locations and youth served in the U.S.

• Alternative to hospitalization for emotionally troubled
children and adolescents.

• Small groups (10-12 youth) with 2-3 counselors/teachers
in a living, therapy, and educational setting.

• Outdoor therapeutic environment and activity based
programming.

• Immediate and spontaneous problem solving sessions.

• Life skills development.

• Locations in FL, NC, TN, RI, VT, and NH.

• Accredited/approved education program.

• Family and social work services.
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~~HEN ADOLESCENTS

THEIR PARENTS
Effective Therapy Requires Breaking

the Cycle of IntiYnidation

B Y J E ROM E A P R I C E M !~,

ost therapists are schooled in a

specific approach to treatment.

One problem with having a sin-

gle approach is that the therapist tends to

i apply that approach in a repetitive and for-

mulaic way regardless of the needs of par-

ticular cases (Haley, 1976). This problem

~I is especially pronounced in dealing with

aggressive adolescents. Angry teenagers

trigger an emotional response in the thera-

pist that makes him or her assume imme-
diately that the adolescent is dangerous

and malicious. After all, what do most

i
people conclude when faced with open
hoscility?

When open hostility is mixed with a
formulaic approach to treatment, the
result is a knee-jerk diagnosis of "bad."
The unique details of each case are hard to

see with an overlay of anger, fear and dis-
taste muddying the therapist's ability to
discriminate subtle differences in

teenagers. It's hard to tell if a boy who's
swearing at his parents is trying to domi-

nate everyone or to get his parents to take

charge of a family that's out of control.

Making distinctions between the char-

acteristics of various sorts of aggressiveness

~ is the key to treating adolescents properly.

Many young people who become abusive

i walk a line between threatening violence

against their families and actually carrying

those threats out. The types of aggressive-

ness can be grouped into six categories that

Jerome A. Price

describe the form of the threat. The accu-

rate placement of a particular adolescent

on this continuum depends upon the

degree to which the young person has

actually engaged in violence and assaultive

behavior. What follows are principles to be

adhered to and descriptions of the levels of
aggression. The information in this article

has been adapted from a book chapter

which should be referenced for complete

details of assessment criteria and interven-

tions for aggressive behavior.

Some General Principles
• Escalation of violence is an interactive

process. When parents or others overreact

and intervene emotionally, they can cause
the adolescent's aggression to increase to a
higher level. Screaming at an already irate
teenager is looking for trouble.
• Parents must be helped to identify the

difference between words and behaviors
that are harmful and those that are just
mean and inflammatory. Threats from
adolescents who have physically attacked

parents in the past should be taken more

seriously than threats from children who

have never hurt anyone. Parents are often

goaded into angry or violent reactions

because of how frightening or threatening

children seem.

• Therapists tend to err in the direction

of assessing greater danger than the situa-

tion warrants with aggressive teenagers.

• Therapists are influenced by the feel-

ings that parents communicate during ses-

sions. Therapists who notice themselves

having strong feelings of anger, fear or

hopelessness when dealing with adoles-

cents may be receiving those feelings from

the family.

Intervention Level 1.

Adolescents at this stage act mildly dra-

matic under the assumption that at least

one of their parents has a soft heart. If

teenagers manage to create doubt and guilt

in one parent, they are accomplishing their

mission of keeping parents from agreeing.

If both parents are devastated and

guilt-ridden by their children's emotional

outbursts, the parents will most likely stop

any course of action that was designed to

put pressure on the young person to

change. In asingle-parent family there's

usually another adult participating, such as

a grandparent, who functions as the other

half of the parenting pair and is the other'

target. Straightforward behavior manage-

ment techniques work effectively with

march/april l 996 13
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aggression at Level 1 if both parents can be

convinced to carry them out.

Intervention Level2.

Leve12 is distinguished from Level 1 by

anger taking the form of assault. It's likely

that one or both of the parents will

respond angrily to adolescents when

they're being confronted directly. The

therapist will notice teenagers' growing

ability to incapacitate their parents by

using aggression to enrage them. At Level

1, children engender sympathy and may

get their way. Now children see they can

inflame their parents to the point where

the parents' emotions take charge of their

good sense. If one parent becomes verbal-

ly aggressive, the potential for an incapac-

itating conflict between the parents

increases dramatically. Disagreement

between the parents can become angry

enough to continue beyond the period of

the struggle with their child and may

interfere with their marriage.

This new level of aggression may be a

simple behavioral escalation, but it may

also point out the beginning of emotional

concerns in the family that aren't getting

resolved and are upsetting the children. A

marital conflict that's beginning to look

damaging can cause a child to act enraged,

thus drawing the issue of anger out in the

open so it can be addressed.

Level 2 aggression may occur when a

parent has become depressed or isn't recov-

ering from the death of a loved one. If a

depressed parent can be provoked to rage,

he or she pulls out of the depression for a

while, having expressed the underlying

rage. It's better, though, if the therapist

doesn't become overly analytical at this

point. The same interventions that were

effective at Level 1 may also disrupt the

development of further problems at this

level of aggression. Behavioral and confu-

sion techniques are often sufficient to cor-

rect the adolescent misbehavior. The pres-

ence of depression or other emotional

problems may never become an issue, or

the troubled parent may ask for help as

their child's problem improves.

Confusion Techniques
Confusion techniques can be powerful

at Level 1 and may be effective at Levels 2

and 3. Confusion techniques involve a
change in parental response that a young

l4

\ `_

person will find disorienting. Human
beings are creatures of habit. Adolescents,
like adults, tend to do things the same way
over time and expect predictable responses
from others. When parents respond in
ways that aren't anticipated by their chil-

At the first two

levels of aggressive

behavior, confusion

techniques may be

su~cient to

disorient adolescent

responses.

dren, the young people begin to hesitate

and lose their usual confidence in the

struggle. Parents may even see their child's

eyes glaze over as he or she slips briefly into

trance to reorganize and figure out how to

respond.

For example, consider 11 year-old Mary

who became enraged when her mother

asked her to clean her room when she

would rather be at her friend's house. She

first sulked to see whether she could elicit

enough sympathy and anxiety to get her

mother to give in to her request to go to

her friend's instead of cleaning. When her

mother held her ground, Mary began to

act angry and began the first stages of a

tantrum in which her mother knew Mary

would say things like "this isn't fair" or

"this is ridiculous." At this point it was

possible for Mary's mother to use a confu-

sion-based response such as to immediate-

ly give her daughter a hug and a kiss and

tell her daughter how much she loved her.

Would-be behaviorists gasp at this sug-

gestion and claim that a hug and kiss

would reward the escalation. However the

new response's power to confuse the exist-

ing sequence of interaction is much more

powerful than any possible simple

reinforcement.

Parents then witness a change in their

children's predictable behaviors and .the

therapist can use this opening to facilitate

a healthy conversation, negotiation, or

other positive change. The disorientation

adolescents experience at this time leaves

them temporarily suggestible, so they tend

to go along with whatever new direction

the therapist begins. Again, the point is to

avoid playing into the usual cycle of con-

trol-and-rebellion. It may be necessary to

convince parents that an affectionate

response is in order.

Intervention Level3.

Real fear begins in the hearts of parents

when their child has moved from indirect

threat and nonverbal escalation to overt

verbal threats against parents, siblings, pet

and possessions. Until Level 3 was

reached, parents could continue to believe

in the benevolence of their children.

Parents must begin to question whether

their children are truly hateful and even

dangerous to people who love them. The

entire family becomes focused on whether

aggression will continue into Levels 4 and

above, or be stopped at this stage.

At Leve13, the therapist's understanding

of children's motivation may need to move

from an assumption of benevolence to a

belief that adolescents are wielding power.

What could previously have been accom-

plished by taking aone-down position

with humor, negotiation or confusion now

requires skill in the are of power brokering.

Parents must be willing co see their chil-

dren as malicious and, at the very least, out

of control. The most important source of

power to be brokered is information. The

holder of information wields power and

will prevail in the struggle to establish

who's in charge.

Parents can regain a great deal of power

and control by actively seeking out infor-

ma~ion they've hesitated to obtain in the

past. Parents should be encouraged to

meet with all teachers and school adminis-

trators involved with their children and

need to know where their children are,

who they're with, the character of each

friend, and have met the parents of each

friend. Despite teenager's heart-rending

attacks of, "You're checking up on me!"

what's learned by getting information pro-

vides parents with ideas about how to

regain power and get back in control of the

situation. This process of information

employeeassistance



gathering may also bring to the surface

information suggesting that their child is

involved with alcohol and drugs, gangs or

just plain bad company—all of which fuel

the fire of irresponsibility and disrespect.

The obvious advantage to parents

becoming informed is the adults are devel-

oping anetwork with other adults who
share information—which the young peo-
ple have been doing with each other for
years. Parents can form coalitions to bring
the children of two or three families under
control through one set of actions coordi-
nated by the therapist. Imagine the impact
if four sets of parents showed up together
at an unsupervised party their children

had gone to without permission. As par-
ents form coalitions and gain information
they become progressively more motivated

because they're becoming more powerful.

Intervention Level 4

When adolescents make threatening

gestures to do serious damage to posses-

sions, they have increased the level of

threat dramatically. They consistently

become aggressive in response to any

unpopular position the adults take and

when the struggle

for power^ ~znc~

control begin to take

over, violence becomes

phys~~~l.

then act this anger out against objects.

Although many normal teenagers put an

occasional hole in a wall or door, these

children do damage consistently.- These

aggressive acts are often targeted directly at

parents and their possessions, behavior

that differs from angry kids going to their

rooms and breaking their own possessions.

It's normal for children to occasionally

damage their own things in a rage.

Damaging parents' possessions is crossing

the boundary between parents and chil-

dren as if, like another adult, they have the

right to punish their parents.

Here's an example of a case of Level 4

aggression. Afourteen-year-old boy's sin-

gle mother took away his C.D. player

because he skipped school. He retaliated

by taking her clock-radio and smashing it

on the floor. When his mother grounded

him for breaking her radio, he grabbed the

curtains she was hanging and ripped them

off the wall. The boy then picked up the
hammer his mother had been using and

threatened to kill her with it.

In situations where parents aren't physi-

cally (or emotionally) able to protect

themselves, it's crucial that protectors be

found. Often. a male relative or neighbor

can be found whose presence inspires

respect in the teenager.

Mary was a single mom who recently

decided to take away the car she'd given

EMPLOY~~ES C~'~R~V~IELIVIED?
~LJT ̀EM QNTH~ l~✓IAP!

For over 10 years, the Essi Systems StressMap~has been acclaimed`as the most ~J ESSISYSTEMS,INC.
effective instrument ever designed for diagnosing employee stress.

Proclaimed... "by far the best! "— by Men's Health. Extensively researched. Norm- ~o otis street, San Francisco, CA 94103

tested. Statistically reliable. Winner of the National Health Information Award. For ~nformaaon Call:.
StressMap01is a registered trademark of Essi Systems, Inc. ~ —(700 — ~,_J~ — ~ / ~~
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her sixteen-year-old verbally abusive

daughter, Renee. Mary had continued to

pay the car insurance, repairs, and gasoline

despite the way.her daughter treated her.

Mary reasoned that Renee helped take her

thirteen-year-old sister places and this

helped Mary, so she'd hesitated to take the

car away. Mary finally decided co tie the

two issues of mistreatment and car use

together and parked the car in a friend's

garage until Renee followed her mother's

directions and spoke to her reasonably.

Renee got the car back after making a lot

of improvements in her attitude.

Intervention Level s
The struggle for power and control

begins to take over and benevolence

erodes: Family life is now dominated by

conflict, and violence becomes physical.

Although the origin of the symptom may

have been the result of family problems, an

adolescent's use of violence, control and

power over others may be taking on a life

of its own. As a result, it becomes more

and more important to focus on interven-

ing in the violent cycle itself before worry-

ing about why the symptom exists.

As with alcohol and drug addiction,

aggression and violence require an assess-

menc of whether or not the aggressive act-

ing out is sufficiently self-reinforcing to be

a problem in itself. If discussion of and

feelings about the aggression overshadow

any attempt to discuss other family prob-

lems, it's best to view the aggression or vio-

lence as a problem in itself and start there.

Intervention should focus on strategies for

stopping the violence. The feelings behind

and reasons for the violence are best set

aside until the situation is safe.

Intervention Level 6.

The decision of how to intervene in

cases of serious physical violence must be

carefully considered. You can't afford to act

hesitantly with someone who might

become violent. It's better that parents not

intervene at all until they're prepared to act

with confidence. Approaches at Level 6

include involving people outside the fami-

ly. Moving outsiders into the home, even
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when violence has reached Level 6, may

still disrupt the violence. This level of

aggression should be intervened in with

the utmost in caution. Safeguards should

always be in place before caking steps.

In conclusion, aggressive adolescents are

frightening, but not necessarily dangerous.

When understood properly, there's little to

fear from many of these teenagers provid-

ing therapists offer confident leadership

and clarity to parents and families.
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why Do We Get Addicted? A New Understanding
Including a simple new technique to eliminate any addictive urge in 9 out of 10

The Anxiety-Addiction Connection

This exciting and revolutionary book
(currently also published in France and
Germany) will give you a fresh new
understanding of addictions and provide a
valuable too! for recovery, showing you how

to rapidly eliminate any addictive urge.

Addiction is a dependency on some
substance or activity which causes some
degree of harm to, or interference with, a
person's life. The dependency is powered
by the tranquilizing (ie, anxiety masking)
effect of the substance or activity.

What you will learn.
• The most effective and latest technol-

ogy in addiction treatment.
• How to eliminate any addictive urge in
9 out of 10 addicts in less than a
minute.

• Why addicts are self-destructive and
what to do about it.

• Why some people become addicts and
others don't.

• Why obsessive-compulsive disorders,
nail biting and hair pulling are addic-
tions.

• How to improve your ability to visualize
being healthy and free of any craving.

• Anew, fast and simple technique to re-
duce stress and easily relax.

This book and videotape package offers a
new understanding of the basic causes of
addiction and details the step-by-step
procedure for eliminating any addictive
urge. It works on 9 out of 10 addicts
eliminating any craving including:
tobacco alcohol
heroin cocaine
food prescribed meds
chocolate marijuana
nail biting hair pulling

It takes only minutes. While you think
about how good it would be to eat or
drink or smoke your favorite substance,
cio the simple treatment and feel your de-
sire vanish! The temporary reduction or
elimination of craving is immediate!

It is a natural, drug free process that
appears to get at the REASON why you eat
when you shouldn't or can't stop eating
when you want. Many notice that after the
brief treatment, not only is their urge to
indulge gone but they feel remarkably re-
laxed and free of tension.

The simple energy treatment tempo-
rarily decreases or removes the stress and
tension that fired your desire.

Eliminate "Self Sabotage"
About 99% of all addicts suffer from self-
sabotage ("psychological reversal") or
what you may know as a psychological
block. This condition can turn you into
your own worst enemy and prevent you
from achieving your goals.

Learn how to recognize and correct this
self-destruct mode. The book and
videotape detail quick easy steps to help
you out of this negative pattern.
This new approach, Thought Field
TherapyT"', to addictions, is one of the
"power therapies" of the next century.
Now in its sixteenth year of development,
TFT, is becoming recognized as "one of
the most effective and most powerful for
quick clinical relief and help....and the idea
of psychological reversal is one of the major
discoveries in psychology" (Gary Emery,
PhD, co-author, Anxiety Disorders and
Phobias: A Cognitive Perspective).

"What's fascinating about TFT is its
quick, painless, and it's success rate is
almost unbelievable...anywhere from 80-
97% which is really unheard of in the field
of mental health in any type of treatment
over this whole century." Shad Meshad,
President, National Veterans Founda-
tion &Founder and Author of the
National Vet Center Program.

The author and founder of TFT, Roger J.
Callahan, PhD, is a graduate of Univ. of
Michigan with a doctorate in clinical
psychology from Syracuse University. He
is the author of six books, published in
USA, France and Germany. And has
appeared on national radio and television
shows including Good Morning America,
CNN, Evening Magazine, Regis and
Cathy, Donahue and many others.

Dr. Callahan Cautions!
The simple procedures will need to be
repeated. The intensity and frequenry
with which overwhelming cravings
return should decrease over time. The
treatment lasts for varying amounts of
time depending on the individual's stress
level. But, it is so easy to repeat and can
be done within minutes; leaving you
relaxed and with no desire to indulge
when you shouldn't.

The video, Addiction Breaking System,
includes some special procedures for
those more complex cases that don't
respond immediately to the simple
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techniques. It demonstrates, step-by-
step, the simple urge reduction proce-
dures and some more involved tech-
niques for difficult cases.
Still skeptical? You needn't be as you
may review this book and video tape
without risk.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
If for any reason after you examine the
materials for a full ninety days, you are
not delighted, simply return for a prompt
refund of the purchase price.

BONUS! Call now, order the book and
video and receive FREE the audio tape
"Eliminate Your Addictive Urge':
EXTRA BONUS: Say you saw this ad in
Employee Assistance and receive a free free
telephone consultation (estimated value
$75). Call Toll Free! 800 359-CURE or FAX
619 360-5258 or mail the coupon below.

Please rush me the book &video Anx 1
ety-Addiction Connection by Dr. Roger
Callahan at $57.00 plus $6 shipping (CA
add sales tax). I understand that I have
the right to return the package any time
within 90 days and receive a refund of
purchase price. Whatever my decision,
the two bonuses are mine to keep.

Name

Company

Address

City/State/Zip

Check enclosed or charge my
❑Visa ❑MasterCard

Card No,

Exp. Date

- -- —

Signature
Mail to:

Callahan TechniquesrM
45350 Vista Santa Rosa,

Dept. EAM
Indian Wells, CA 92210

Dr. Callahan is a member of APA, a fel-
low of The American Academy of Psy-
chologists Treating Addiction and a
member of the Better Business Bureau.



~ The Cornerstone
~ of Work/Life Programs

~1.n .~f~ective P~°og~~zYn l~uilds

on .EYnployee S~ztisf~ction, Good ROI

BY JOHN B. PLACE & MARK M. WILLAMAN

s work life initiatives gain

respect in the corporate

arena, dependent care
counseling and referral

service delivery demands greater scrutiny.
For a company to maa~imize the mix of

dependent care options that achieves
employee satisfaction and invest-

ment gains, it needs to prepare a
thorough plan for selection and

evaluation of the increasing num-
ber of providers on the market.

Step 1. Start with a selection

committee assembled from the

company's various departments,
but also reflecting the work pop-
ulation's diversity. Besides the
usual divisions of gender, age and
ethnic and racial groups, the

committee should consider

work/life-related demographics,
such as single employees, single-

parent employees, care-takers of elderly

dependents and employees from dual-
career households with or without chil-
dren.

Step 2. Have the committee prepare a

Mark Willaman ea~Jnhn Place

Request for Proposal for all vendors being
considered. The vendors should answer
questions on:

• Service delivery model,

including the

scope of services;
• History and review of provider's

organizational structure;

• Background and education of staff;
• Timeline for program

implementation;

• Counselor training program;

• Client references;

• Contact person for clients no longer

using the provider, plus the reasons
why they stopped;

• Risk management and liability
insurance programs;

• Bilingual capabilities for counselors;
• Access to services for

hearing-impaired

employees;

• Account management capability;

• Communications programs;
• External and internal quality

assurance programs;

• Management training capabilities;
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•Cost;

• Cost/benefit analysis capabilities;

• Guarantees on performance;

• Qualification process for referral;

•Follow-up procedures;

• Complaint-resolution procedures;
• Coordination with other work/life

programs, such as EAP;

• Price guarantees;

• Telephone and computer systems
capabilities;

• Utilization reporting format;
• Number of lives covered and number

of clients; and

• Confidentiality policy.

Step 3. Arrange in-person presenta-
tions of candidate vendors for the com-

mittee. Not only does this give committee

members a chance to interact personally

with vendor representatives, they can ask

more specific questions about provider

answers to the proposal and pursue other

issues not yet covered.
Step 4. Check providers' references.

Talking with reference companies allows

the committee members to form an idea

`It is important to

spell out what vdri-

dbles you want the

providers to eynploy in

calculating d ~^eturn

on investment.'

of the comparative level of satisfaction
these companies have gotten from differ-

ent types of counseling and referral ser-
vices. This also opens the door to candid
questions about the quality of services.

Step 5. Test provider's services head to

head. The committee selects employees

with similar dependent care needs and

has them use different providers. Their

feedback gives ' comparisons a sharper,

more .reliable apples-to-apples focus.

Step 6. Perform site visits. Site visits

give committee members a chance to size

up each provider's corporate culture, while

meeting the staff and inspecting the facil-

ities. Subcontractors are often involved, so

1 I` I 1 1
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Since 1980,fl1eCr;sisPreve~,tionInstitute

1

Training Options to Meet
(CPI) has been tranung huxn~t service and your Needs.
business professionals in ways to safely CPI offers a variety of tranung options
manage disruptive and assauldve behavior. to meet any budget, including:
In fact, over one million individuals
worldwide have participated in CPI's Regulazly Scheduled Training

Nonviolent Crisis Interventions"'training Programs - 70 cities
• Customized, On-site Traininb

7lraining Backed by Results! Programs

In a recent survey, where over 1,2001acili~ies using •Videotape Training Programs

CPI's iraininy responded: Learn To Prevent Violence
77% reporlecl a reduction in assaultive incidents g~fOf'@ It H1pp@115.
72% reported a reduction in disruptive incidents = ~~ CPPs Nonviolent Crisis Intervention
69% reported a decrease in workers' training, you'll learn how to d~escalate

compensation claims crisis sihxations before they get out
98% saw an increase in sfa(f confidence of control

FREE Resource Catalog!
To mceive a Free Catalog, or to speak with a knowledgeable Training Specialist, call

4-800-558-8976.Or fill out this coupon and mail, fax or E-mail it to CPI.
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Name

Title

Facility

Facility Address

Cite State, Zia
Crisis Prevention Institute, Inc.
3315-K North 124th Street Brookfield, WI 53005 1-800-558-8976 FAX 1-414-783-5906
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Are you looking for an
Alternative
to In-patient

Hospitalization
for the young Adult?

WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER
is located on a working cattle ranch in the rugged mowltains of
Northwest Montana. The center's primary goal is to re-establish self-
esteem with a life free from chemical dependency.

• Exclusively designed for males 14-24
• Medically supervised, licensed facility
• Covered by most medical insurance
• 60 days primary treatment including

utilizing the steps of AA & NA
• 21 Day Wilderness Expedition
• 4 day family program
• Outcome documentation available
• Listed by Avon Books as one of the

100 best!

Write or call:

WILDERNESS
TREATMENT CENTER

200 Hubbart Dam Road
Marion, MT 59925

`406) 854-2832
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site visits should include checking out the

subcontractors also.

Program Implementation
Once a program is selected and a start-

up date set, the company should begin

the publicity campaign that is part of any

effective program launch. Brochures

along with a letter from the executive

level should describe the services offered.

Posters keep the program visible, but

more interactive strategies are needed,

such as introductory seminars at the main

locations and videotaped orientation/

training kept onsite for employees to

access whenever they want.

Companies that have employees in the

field who cannot come in for an onsite

seminar can explain the program via E-

mail, voice mail and/or conference calls.

It also helps to have aquestion-and-

answer phone line that lets employees

check out the program services at a time

convenient for them. If there is already an

inhouse EAP, it may be brought in on

20

publicizing and integrating the services

into cooperative efforts already in place.

Employee interest may be high initial-

ly, but it is likely to fall off unless the pro-

gram continues to be promoted through

the normal communications channels,

such as newsletters or company flyers that

highlight a particular service from month

to month. Once the program has been up

and running for a while, it helps to

include testimonials from ocher workers

who have been helped. Brown-bag semi-

nars, sometimes coordinated with EA or

other healthcare services, increase

employee awareness. Also with the help

of EA and other departments, when there

is sufficient history of usage, seminars can

be tailored to the educational needs as

well as the service needs of the audience.

On a smaller scale, employees can be

issued wallet-size reminder cards or

Rolodex cards with the numbers co call.

"Affinity groups" may be started for

employees that want to discuss their care-

giving experiences.

Earning Its Keep
After six monchs or at most, a year, a C

& R program should be evaluated for

return on investment (ROI). Some com-

panies value work/life programs as a

means of enhancing their recruitment and

retention efforts, and do not determine

cost/benefit results. However, if one com-

pany is spending twice as much as anoth-

er for its work/life benefits, the sharehold-

ers of the first company are losing income

and ignoring the fact that C & R pro-

grams should be treated the same as any

other department function that entails

cash allocations. The program managers

should be accountable for the financial

decisions they make and accept that there

needs to be a cost/benefit analysis.

Many studies of savings achieved by

work/life programs contained in their

designs assumptions that were either

unrealistic or hard to measure. Therefore,

it is important to spell out what variables

you want the providers to employ in cal-

e ~t- e et~wor .
THE MULTTPfAN NCIWORK IS MORE Chan OUl• 20,000 health
care facilities nationwide — it is the tens of thousands of
peoplewhoworkwith us inthose facilities to keep health
costs reasonable for the 20 million people who rely on
us. As the largest Preferred Provider Organization in the
nation,. we offer our clients discounts at:

• general hospitals
-'^ •subacute facilities

•rehabilitation/orthopedic
facilities

~. •psychiatric and alcoholism
and substance abuse treat-
mentfacilities

•home health care providers
• facilities with specialties in organ transplants,
In addition, our clients benefit from our growing net-

work of physicians. Additional savings are available
through our MultiPlan Managed Care division, which
provides a full range of managed care options.

Our hundreds of clients include insurance compa-
nies, corporate benefit plans, third-party administra-
tors, and labor-management and government benefit
plans.

We have more experience helping ou r clients save
money at health care facilities than anybody else. We've
been at it for 25 years, and it's our only business.

For information ou how The Get-Well
Networks"' can become your network,
please call Ed Rothstein or Ron Katz at
800 677-1098 or write to MultiPlan
Inc.,115Fifth Avenue, Newyork,
NY 10003.

MvltiPlari
America's Managed Cam

Partner



culating a return on investment.

The following variables can all be accu-

rately measured.
First, the cost of the program. Manage-

ment needs to know what its total annual

expenditure has been. Some providers base

their rate quote on all their services—

communication services, educational

materials, customized reporting of

employee usage, etc. Others breakout dif-

ferent service components and charge sep-

arately. The counseling and referral ser-

vices may be figured on a rate per covered

employee. Even tangential items, such as

printing and postage might be included.

Second, utilization rate. Here accurate

measurement depends on the reporting

procedures. Some providers inflate their

utilization numbers by counting seminar

attendees and various calls regarding a sin-

gle case each as a separate client usage. The

company's worldlife professionals should

decide what factors they think constitute

legitimate utilization and determine how

vendors define it. Not only can the total

usage figure be calculated in several differ-

ent ways, but so can the number of

employees covered.

Third, time saved. It is always a good

idea to call on departments that already

have quality assurance procedures in place.

A common question would be to ask

clients how much time they saved in

selecting a caregiving facility. If a signifi-

cant number of clients using dependent

care services supplies this kind of informa-

tion, it helps the ROI be more accurate.

Fourth, employee salary. The ROI can be

increased by using a company's various

salary ranges (they can be signified as code

1, code 2, etc.). When the ROI is based on

an average salary, it will only be accurate if

the employees who use the services are

equally represented at that level.

Finally, vendor assumptions. This last

variable is the most important part of an

ROI analysis. There is a direct correlation

between the validity of the analysis and

the type and amount of assumptions the

vendor has made.

The following example illustrates an

ROI analysis of a DCC client. The com-

pany had 20,491 employees. It paid $.84

per employee per month for full-service

dependent care counseling and referral ser-

vices. The annual utilization rate was 6.35
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percent and the average salary was

$30,200. Based on information from

employees' quality assurance question-

naires on dependent care services, workers

saved an average of 33.28 hours.

Multiplying the average hourly salary by

the average number of hours saved by the

number of employees who accessed the

program, the savings was $491,353. The

ROI was 202.89 percent. Once the com-

pany has this information, C & R can pro-

ject the results in "What if?" situations,

such as when cost per employee is reduced

or if utilization drops or increases. This

will enable program services to be mea-

sured quantitatively and qualitatively.

Place is founder, chairman and president of The

Dependent Care Connection lnc., a nationwide,

single-source dependent care counseling, education

and referral fzrm in Westport, Conn. Willaman is

director of marketing and sales at DCC. Web site

address.• http://www.dcclifecare.com

EAP Legal Needs By Type of Problem
Family
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The Best EAP's
Also Offer Legal Counseling
EAP's know that almost every behavioral health problem can trigger the

need for legal counseling.

On avei~ge, 22% of all EAP clients require legal intoimation, advice or referral. The
threat of divorce, wage garnishments, driu~k driving charges, bankniptcy, violence,
unpaid child support —these are the daily caseload of both EAP's uid lawyers.

We provide attorneys who cotu~sel employees over the telephone or in person.
Our services are carehilly stnichired to support your cotuiselors:

• We use experienced attorneys who are carefiilly credentialed, monitored
and insured. We use proprietary Matchmaker'"' software to link your
clients with the right lawyers

• Attorneys who provide telephone counseling ue not permitted to self-refer

• We shield you and your sponsoring employers from liability

•Lawyer-client communications are strictly confidential

• We provide 24-hour services ui an emergency

After years of experience and thousands of calls, we know our business. We
can help.

1L~ 1,\/ V 111 ~+~ ~~

Advisory Communications Systems, Inc s"'
4501 Forbes Iioulevaed ~ Lanham, MD 20706

1-800-535-1182
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whys,

Wherefores and

Guidelines for

Behavioral Group

Practices and EAPS

pother season passes with more
and more changes in the way
behavioral healthcare is prac-
ticed and funded. Managed

care organizations gain an increasing share
of the benefits market as corporations con-
tinue to cut costs. Therapists join any
panel they can, form into groups or find
themselves locked out and vulnerable. EA
professionals discover they are losing jobs
or contracts as managed care companies
offer to "throw in" the EAP. Others discov-
er that many of their preferred providers
are not included in panels, as the "bean
counters" in their contracted organizations
play musical chairs with the healthcare
benefits package.

Competitors spring up everywhere on
what once was a tranquil field of profes-
sionalism. And the high water mark of
change is nowhere in sight. During the
past 12 years many professionals on both
the provider and EAP side have been
caught unaware by the rapid and remark-
able growth of managed care.
And change continues, motivated by

harsh, practical realities. At an Institute of
Behavioral Healthcare seminar in San
Francisco recently, a senior executive at
one of the largest MCOs in the country
admitted that the company had bitten off
more than it could chew. The administra-
tive costs of trying to manage the practice
of every •therapist in the country are stag-
gering, and these costs are multiplied.
Depending on how many panels the ther-
apist has joined, every therapist in the
country is managed by multiple MCOs.
As a result, in parts of the country where

care and business

managed care and HMOs have essentially
taken over the behavioral healthcare mar-
ket, fewer and fewer therapists are able to
maintain an independent practice. The
MCOs have realized the efficiencies of
dealing with the large and sophisticated
behavioral group practice (BGP).
Individual therapists have had to join
either an HMO or BGP to survive. It is
difficult to determine at this writing exact-
ly what the penetration of BGPs will be
ultimately, but if other regions of the coun-
try are indicators, it will be substantial.

Council Guidelines
A behavioral group practice, while hav-

ing many different Forms> essentially is a
consortium of therapists of all disciplines
who gather together under one centralized
administration to offer mental health ser-
vices to managed care organizations, corpo-
rations, EAPs, HMOs or medical entities.
Not all behavioral groups are created

equal. Some therapists gather together in
hope of somehow getting referrals that
they might not otherwise. With little to
offer and still less of an idea of how to offer
it, these groups often fold within a short
period of time.

Realizing the need for some baseline
standards, groups from around the coun-
try have organized themselves into the
Council of Behavioral Group Practices,
which is affiliated with the Institute for
Behavioral Healthcare. As a professional
organization, we have come up with cer-
tain minimum elements that a group
ought to possess. Here is what one should
look for in a behavioral group practice.

• The group should have full economic
and operational integration.
• It should. be structured as a leading

single speciality behavioral group or the
mental health department within a med-
ical group.
• Professional management and admin-

istration should be in place to facilitate
claims processing, patient communica-
tion, contract management, risk manage-
ment and program development.
• Computerized management, billing

and medical information systems should
be in place.
• It should possess a strong commit-

ment to advanced training and leadership
in managed behavioral healthcare.
On the clinical level:
• Practices should have 10 or more full-

time equivalent behavioral practitioners
with psychiatrists fully integrated into the
practice.
• Practices should be actively involved

in providing managed behavioral health-
care services.
•They should provide cost-effective

and flexible treatment programs that use
multidisciplinary treatment teams, which
are linked to a continuum of care delivery
system.
• All practices must provide 24-hour

access and emergency-response systems.
• There must be a demonstrated com-

mitment to quality assurance and/or a
quality management program.
• There must be active case manage-

ment and a continuity of care system.
Most individual therapists do not pos-

sess the resources to compete, thrive or
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even survive as change in demand affects
the provider side of the equation. There is
simply no economy of scale. How many

individual clinicians, for instance, can

afford a state-of-the-art computerized
billing system? How many of them can

afford a nationally standardized outcomes
measurement of their effectiveness? How
many of them can negotiate with managed
care organizations of self-insured compa-
nies to provide the mental health services
for a corporation or an entire region? How
many individual clinicians can put in place

a state-of-the-art infrastructure of admin-

istration, communications, CQI and mar-

keting? How many are able to partner with

other entities in risk-sharing projects?

Some Personal Roots
In response to anticipated changes in

behavioral healthcare, in 1993, my partner

Dr. Eddie Leonhard and I, both clinical.

psychologists, formed amulti-disciplinary

behavioral group practice in the New York

Tri-State area. When we began, many of

our colleagues thought us strange and

alarmist. Many turned their noses up at

the idea of anything other than an inde-

pendent practice for the rest of their lives.

Others were reluctant to join us, believing

that even if the worst happened, they

would be among the "10 percent" who

survive with a practice supported by

clients who pay cash, ignoring insurance.

These folk are betting their professional

lives on the belief that "It cannot happen

to me."

But there are signs of imminent change,

even here in the bastion of Freudian analy-

sis. Three year ago, it was difficult to get

MCOs to give us much of a hearing.

"Group what?" they would say. Or, "We

don't deal with groups." Or sometimes,

"You guys are two years ahead of us, but

keep doing what yodre doing because we'll

catch up and you will be right where we

need you to be."

Within the last year, we have formed

solid alliances with two large MCOs and

are in negotiations with others as of this

writing. In addition, as the field moves

toward integrated care, we are establishing

dialogue with leaders in the medical com-

munity. This is in anticipation of the

"carve-in" of behavioral health back into

the medical-surgical system. How many
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individual practitioners will be prepared to

deal with this eventuality?

EAP Challenges
While many EAP professionals report

that there are solid reasons to make use of

the assets of a BGP, the history of overall

utilization of BGPs by EAPs is mixed.

Larger EAPs with a national scope and

wide range of clients and products have

found much benefit in forming alliances

with quality BGPs. They clearly recognize

the value of using a BGP in a region where

they are not physically located. There is

the ability for one-stop shopping, onsite

case management and a central telephone

number to access therapists across the

problem, there is the ability to access the

CQI professional of the practice who

addresses any difficulty.

On the other hand, working with a

large EAP presents challenges along with

opportunities to the group. It means that

groups have to be creative and flexible to

serve the HMO product where fees are

minimal, as well as the managed indemni-

typroduct where fees are more standard. It

means that the group has to be prepared to

take a look at projects sharing risk with the

EAP, in an attempt to control client behav-

ioral healthcare costs. It is not for the faint

of heart, and certainly not for the solo

practitioner.

Things are even a bit more challenging

with the smaller or local EAP. It was not

long before we found this out. As we

expanded the marketing of our practice in

thearea, we noticed some resistance from

the EAP community. What was even more

surprising was. the fact that some of this

resistance came from old friends in EAPs

who had respected our work as individual

clinicians over the years and had been a

solid base of referral support.

Determined to understand this resis-

tance, Imet with prominent EAP directors

from the area to discuss their feelings

about using BGPs. What followed was

very enlightening. Their concerns fell into

three general categories: (1) BPGs are

potential competitors of EAPs; (2) using

the BGP places an extra layer of adminis-

tration in the mix; and (3) there is a loss of

intimacy and choice of therapist.

Take a closer look at each of these:

Competition
There is some merit in the concern that

BGPs are possible competitors "...who

want to put EAPs out of business." In the

good old days, everyone knew their job.

Providers provided care, MCOs managed

care and EAPs interfaced between the

company and the troubled employee.

Today, it is all up for grabs with organiza-

tions trying to do everything. It is also

that the skills and functions of EAPs,

MCOs and BGPs are closely allied. What's

more, all of these entities are today staffed

by many professionals who have crossed

borders at least once from one discipline to

another.

So what is the current state of affairs? As

MCOs market to corporations, they are

said to be "throwing in" the EAP to get the

managed care business. Some MCOs offer

short-term treatment options, thereby

stepping on the toes of the EAPs and

providers. EAPs are getting into the man-

aged care business for some of their clients

and some large EAPs are offering short-

term treatment packages. In the process,

they seep on the toes of MCOs and
providers. Some behavioral group prac-

tices are going around the countryside
marketing themselves as EAPs who can
manage care, flirting with the territory of

both EAPs and MCOs.
Obviously, no one is suggesting that an

EAP would even consider having a rela-
tionship with an organization that is
directly competing with it. However, with-

out a long-term familiarity with the core

continued on page 31
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Services Covering d Broad Spectru~a of Addiction, Psychiatric Treatment

rattleboro Retreat has been a

provider of psychiatric and addic-

tions treatment since 1834, making

it one of the oldest treatment providers in

the United States. Founded at the bequest

of a local woman, Anna Hunt Marsh, who

left $10,000 in her lass will and testament

for the humane treatment of those suffer-

ing from mental illness, the Retreat quick-

ly became a leader in the field of mental

health and addictions treatment.

Today the Brattleboro Retreat offers

a continuum of care in specialized inpa-

tient, residential, intensive outpatient,

structured outpatient, partial hospital,

day treatment and traditional outpa-

tient programs.

Brattleboro-based Programs:
Inpatient Services: Short-term, goal-

oriented treatment is provided in eight

specialized units.

The Women's Specialized Program: A

14-bed unit that treats women with

trauma-related disorders (PTSD and

Dissociative Disorders) and eating dis-

orders. Treatment incorporates psy-

chotherapy, behavioral treatment, psy-

choeducation, recreational therapy,

expressive therapies and adventure

gramming to achieve stabilization, con-

tainment and the development of cogni-

tive and behavioral skills.

The Adult Psychiatric Inpatient Program:

This 17-bed program specializes in treat-

ing men and women with mood disorders,

trauma-related disorders, thought disor-

ders, and secondary substance abuse.

The Intensive Psychiatric Care Unit.• pro-

vides asecure, five-bed unit for patients

who are unable to be treated in a less

restrictive setting due to acuity of psychot-

ic or manic behaviors or pronounced

threatening behaviors. The Adult

Psychiatric Inpatient Program provides

goal-oriented, short-term treatment using

a unique treatment philosophy: empower

the patient by providing them with the

skills and resources to a) stabilize during

the inpatient stay and, b) maintain or

enhance their gains in less restrictive set-

include registered nurses, social workers,

chemical dependency counselors, a psy-

chologist, activity and expressive thera-

pists, nutritionists, mental workers and a

discharge counselor.

The Older Adult Psychiatric and

Substance Abuse Unit: This is a 15-bed

geriatric program for patients with psychi-

atric and/or substance abuse disorders.

Detoxification services are provided.

A geropsychiatrist, internist (with

added qualification in geriatric medi-

cine), masters level social workers, cre-

ative arts therapist, substance abuse

counselor, dietitian, pharmacist, psy-

chiatric RNs, and mental health work-

ers comprise the treatment team.

Consulting neurologists, psychologists

and physical therapists are available as

needed.

pro- Brattleboro Retreat

rings after discharge.

The Meadows Recovery Center: The cen-

ter provides dual diagnosis treatment for

men and women. Detoxification is avail-

able for alcohol and other substances. This

is a 26-bed program that combines a 12-

Step philosophy with psychiatric interven-

tions and a variety of other modalities.

Delivery of care is through amulti-disci-

plinary team approach, led by a board-cer-

tified psychiatrist. Team members also

The Older Adult Behavioral

DisCUrbances Unit.• Asix-bed unit for

seniors with pronounced behavioral

difficulties, such as those associated

with Alzheimer's and other cognitive

disorders, depression and psychotic

disorders, medication side-ef~eccs, or

ocher medical conditions. Behavioral

plans, tailored to the strengths and

weaknesses of each patient, are developed.

Adolescent Inpatient.• This provides short

term psychiatric and addictions treatment

in two separate units: Adolescent

Psychiatric provides treatment for a wide

variety of psychiatric disorders and For

substance abuse problems, and Adolescent

Interactional Unit is a seven-bed unit

designed to meet the needs of younger

adolescents or other patients with more

pronounced cognitive and psychosocial

limitations.
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gramming, four days a week, as an alterna-

tive to hospitalization or as a Transition

from inpatient treatment.

Alternatives, (Albany, N~: Structured

outpatient services are provided in separate

day and evening treatment programs for

adults and adolescents,

Special Services:

Meadows School: An on-site, fully

accredited primary and secondary school.

Wheeler Vocational Center: Provides

work-skill assessment, on-site work train-

ing and placement suitable to the clients'

interests and abilities.

Numbers Served:

(from July 1, 1994-June 30, 1995)
Inpatient admissions: 1651
Residential Admissions: 108

Starting Now: 74

Connecticut North: 160

Adolescent Day Treatment: 40

Northern New England Clinical Assoc.:

@ 600 new clients per year.

zG

Alternatives:(Opened in November 1995)
Approximately 15 new clients per month.

Therapy Session

Partial Hospital Programs: (Opened

January 1996).

Mission Statement:

Brattleboro Retreat provides exceptionally

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY

ASSESSMENT WITH

IMMEDIATE RESULTS

• FAST - 15 minutes to Administer and Score
• ACCURATE - Validity 90% Plus
• INEXPENSIVE - Volume Discounts Available
• CONVENIENT -Paper/Pencil or Computer Report

Adult and Adolescent Versions

For Information Call

1-800-726-0526
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high quality health and rehabilitative ser-
vices to enable people to improve the
quality of their lives.

Key Staff Members:
Chief Fatecutive Officer: C. Richard Sarle,
CPA, MRA
Medical Director: Neil Senior, MD
Chief Operating Of'~icer: Kurt Isaacson,
MBA
Director of Human.Resources: Art Scott
Director of Admissions: Peter Albert,
ACSW
Administrative Director: Robert Mansfield
Director of Patient Care Services:
Deborah Lackey, RNC

Brattleboro Retreat

75 Linden Street
Brattleboro, VT 05302

(802) 257-7785; (800) 738-7328
Fa~c: 258-3790

Over 206 EAP's use
TopDrawer to keep track of

clients, resources, accounts,
insurance and activities

TopDrawer is the most-used software for EAP
record keeping by external, internal, labor and,
government EAPs. It handles all the record
keeping and reporting any EAP from the largest
to the smallest, really ever needs.
Yet,TopDrawer is the most inexpensive, easy to
learn, easy to use EAP software available.
It provides full-size in-take, case record and
insurance claim screens. It maintains a referral
database. It tracks non-client activities such as
training and interventions. It produces
meaningful, uncomplicated activity reports.
And iYs only $485. No wonder iYs so well-used.

TopDrawer keeps it simple
_- FREE SAMPLE PROGRAMI

Call1-800-354-0428
or303-796-9606

ROTHSCHILD'S 
FAX 303-850-7977

F 1 L E S Rothschlld's Files
eo. sox a~os

Littleton CO 80161
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AP UTILIZA'7CION RATES

Aye Your Provides Using UR as d Benchmdrking Tool o~ Marketing Device?

B Y T H O M A S M

tilization rate is the most com-
monly calculated performance

measure in the employee assis-
tance field and by far the most con-

tentious. EA professionals have used

innumerable formulas to derive rates,

and calculations are more ofren driven

by the marketing needs of self-serving

program managers than by any indus-

try standard. Lack of a consistent defi-

nition has rendered this performance

measure meaningless and has led to

confusion over the interpretation of

percentages.

In this column, I will: (a) explore the

value, and limitations, of the utiliza-

tion-rate performance measure for both

marketing and benchmarking purposes;

(b) show how the calculation method

can strongly influence the final rate; and (c)

recommend a standard definition.

AMA R A L P H D

Benchmarking
An accurate utilization rate can provide

an overall indication of the success of a

program's "pulling power." When com-

pared to utilization benchmarking data
from comparable programs or similar

industries, it provides a general under-
standing of how well an EAP is engaging

the organization's employees in its services.
The utilization rate is a good starting

point for understanding an EAP's outreach

efforts and case-finding strategies, but

when viewed in isolation, its value is limit-

ed because it yields only an overall indica-

tion of the extent to which employees are

participating in the program. A low uti-

lization rate, for instance, might suggest

that a program needs to increase its pro-
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motional activities, but it does not provide

specific direction on what the program

should do differently.

Program improvements can come about

by examining utilization rate in combina-

tion with other performance indicators

that provide specific information about

who participated in the EAP and how they

reached it. Examples include supervisory

referral rate and substance-abusing

employee participation rate, both of which

yield data that a program can use to

enhance its services. For instance, a utiliza-

tion rate of 4 percent, which is relatively

low, and the additional knowledge that

few supervisors have referred employees to

the program, suggests that the EAP could

increase its utilization rate by engaging in

outreach efforts that target supervisors,

such as EA orientation sessions or sub-

stance abuse recognition training.

The push for high utilization rates

reflects a belief that the more cases

opened, the better. While this may be

true for programs with low employ-

ee-to-staff ratios, in most EAPs, this

"head counting" comes at the expense

of other services that go into making

the program successful, such as con-

sistent follow-up. Unfortunately, this

approach reduces the program's suc-

cess for those individuals who receive

limited services and diminishes the

EAP's worth to the organization.

Benchmarking can be defined as a sys-

tematic process for understanding the

services that are recognized as repre-

senting best practices for the purpose

of continuous quality improvement.

Benchmarks are not based on the

highest achievable levels for a service, but

on what are believed to be best practices.

For that reason, a particular EAP's utiliza-

tion rate should be set at an optimal level

of performance that will yield the greatest

possible success for that program.

The appropriate rate can be deter-

mined by taking into consideration the

program's available resources as well as its

service objectives in areas other than

assessment and referral. I have noticed,
for instance, that EA counselors usually
show signs of burnout if they open more
than 200 new cases per year. Armed with

this kind of information about their own

professional staff members and programs,

EA managers can set a utilization rate

based on what can reasonably be expect-

ed of their staff rather than on an arbi-

trary level derived from the size of the.
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organization's workforce.

Caveat Emptor
Utilization rates historically have been

important in both contract proposals sub-

mitted by external EA vendors and in

accountability reports submitted by

in-house programs to their organization's

upper management. These rates have often

been submitted, however, without any

indication of how they were derived. As a

consequence, the recipients of this infor-

mation may have made decisions regard-

ing aprogram's merits based on unwar-

ranted assumptions.

To enable management to make

well-informed program decisions, EA pro-

fessionals should provide the exact formu-

la, and its underlying assumptions, used to

calculate the utilization rate. In addition,

programs should provide decision-makers

with other key performance indicators that

capture the broad spectrum of EA services,

including measures for at least the follow-

ing service areas:

• Employee and dependent cases

opened

• Follow-up services provided to

clients and supervisors

• Supervisory case consultations

• Employee and management educa-

tion and training activities

• Organizational and non-case services

(e.g., critical incident stress debrief-

ings, workgroup consultations)

Unfortunately, a long history of report-

ing inflated utilization rates has created its

own pressure to continue the practice.

How, for instance, can a program report a

7 percent utilization rate this year when

last year it presented one that was 12 per-

cent? EA professionals should resist this

historical momentum to manipulate the

rate's formula to make their programs look

good and, instead, give an honest and

comprehensive accounting of the pro-

gram's services. In the long run, this

approach will yield a better understanding

of the program's true value.

Creative Number Crunching
I have seen utilization rates that range

from a low of 2 percent up to a high of 30

percent. Why do rates vary so greatly?

Some variation, of course, is due to differ-

ences in program success: Some EAPs are
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simply better at engaging employees in

their services than others. Most of the vari-

ation in rates, however, has been created
by differences in calculation methods

rather than by differences in program

practices. Because rates are largely deter-

mined by their formulas, their use as

benchmarks is significantly reduced.

The five most common rate-calculation

methods that create inflated figures are:

• Combining dependents and

employees

• Including supervisory case consultations

•,Adding employees who have partici-

pated in EAP-sponsored support

groups or workshops

• Including brief, information-only

telephone calls

• Counting all active cases

Combining dependents and employees.

The common practice of combining

dependent cases with employee cases

mixes apples and oranges. Dependents

arrive at the EAP through different referral

routes, they are different demographically,

and they have different problems. Because

of these significant differences, including

dependents in the utilization rate formula

completely obscures the rate's purpose of

benchmarking the program's employee

outreach efforts.

Because dependents comprise an impor-

tant client group of an effective EAP,

reporting the number who participate in

the program is important. This reporting

should be done, however, through a sepa-

rate statistic.

Including supervisory case consultations.

Supervisory case consultations are also

important EA services and they too should

be counted. But, because the supervisors

receiving the service are not clients,

including them i~ the utilization rate

interferes with the rate's. capacity to pro-

vide information on employee case-find-

ing activities. Including supervisory case

consultations in the rate also double

counts those particular employees who are

the focus'of the consultation and who later

become EA clients.

Adding support-group participants.

Employees who participate in EA-spon-

sored support groups, workshops and edu-

cational programs are frequently already

EAP clients who have been referred to

these groups or employees who are explor-

ing whether they need one-on-one EAP

services. Including these participants in

the utilization rate potentially double

counts many of them. In addition,; because

many of these activities (e.g., parenting

groups, stress management classes) often

serve as casefinding vehicles for the pro-

gram, including their participants in the

rate confuses the activities with the bench-

mark that is attempting to measure their

impact.

Including information-only telephone

calls. In traditional employee assistance

programs, information-only telephone

calls are relatively rare because EA profes-

sionals try very hard to engage all employ-

ees who call in a thorough assessment and

referral process. Information-only refer-

rals, without an assessment, are typically

given only as a last resort when an employ-

ee declines any other offer of help. In some

"1-800 programs," however, .which pro-

vide assistance only by telephone, these

brief calls can comprise a huge percentage

of services provided. These programs, if

they call themselves EAPs, generate the

highest apparent utilization rates of all.

Brief information-only .services should

not be included in the utilization rate

employeeassistance
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because they do not reflect core employee

assistance work. (I have long thought that

these programs have more in common

with directory assistance than employee

assistance.) In addition, they do not

require an EA professional to deliver the

service. If anything, they should be moni-

tored so that their number does not

become too large.

Counting all active cases. Many utiliza-

tion rate formulas count all employee cases
that were opened during the reporting year
plus all active clients from previous years
who had contact with the program some
time during the reporting year. Mixing
these previously-opened cases with the
current ones once again obscures the uti-
lization rate's meaning because it contains
many cases that are not a consequence of
the program's recent outreach efforts.

Even without including active cases, a

program's policy on when to inactivate and

close cases can still have a significant

impact on the overall utilization rate. If

cases are routinely closed very quickly after

the initial assessment date (e.g., less than

six months), then they have a greater like-

lihood of being reopened and counted
again within the reporting yeat.
One way to deal with this problem is to

adopt a policy like the "6-month/12-

month rule." Under this rule: (a) no case is

closed before six months after the client's

initial assessment date; and (b) all cases are

closed at 12 months after the initial assess-

ment unless still active in treatment or fol-

low-up. This policy yields a more accurate

utilization rate and reduces the adminis-

trative headaches associated with needlessly

reopening case files.

Standard Definition
I offer this standard operational defini-

tion (formula) for figuring an Annual

Employee Utilization Rate:

The Number of Employee Cases That

Were Opened by the EAP During the Year

divided by the Number of Employees

Who Were Eligible to Participate in the

EAP During the Year.

ALERT J4X
Employee assistance providers are. discovering what law
enforcement officers have long kn<~wn about the ALEItt'
J4X breath alcohol tester.
Whether at the office or
in the field, the ALF.R'T is
accurate, dependably and
easy to use. Simply push ,
a button, and your client's
breath test results are
displayed instantly.
The ALERT' can also
retest icninediately. ,•;

Made by a leading
manufacturer of
law enforcement
breath alcohol , 3
testers for more
than 18 years.

ALCOHOL
COUNTERMEASURE
SYSTEMS
3538 Yeoria Street
Suite 506
Aurora, CO 80010

3033665699
~~all for a free TeMelM gue~swod oul al lM1e E~ealM1 elmM1Ol btlln9!

30-day trial. 0

Circle 23 on card.

This definition is restricted to "employ-

ee cases" only, to exclude dependents and

supervisors who sought assistance because

of an employee. supervisors who seek help

for their own personal problems, of

course, would be included. Also included

would be reopened employee cases—that

is, those employees who sought help in

previous years and whose previous case file

has been closed, and who sought help

again in the reporting year. Previous-year

employee cases that are still active (i.e.,

those with case files that have not yet been

closed), however, would not be included.

A case is considered "opened" whenever

an EA staff professional performs a clinical

assessment and reviews the case for possi-

ble referral. Because of the requirement for

an assessment, this definition excludes

information-only telephone calls and

employees who only participated in train-

ing or education programs. The definition

does include, however, telephone calls dur-

ing which an assessment was conducted.

Because not all employees who seek help at

Child Care Resource &Referral

Workplace Options is one of the most respected
names in dependent care. We custom design
enhanced Child Care Resource &Referral programs
to meet the needs of EAP's and corporations.

Our comprehensive, affordable service provides a
high quality addition to your Work/Life program.

~ a miminum of 3 referrals with
guaranteed openings
t nationwide database accessing all

types of child care placements
~ specialized, informative assistance
~ quality service delivery
~ toll-free number access

For more information on designing a service that is
responsive to the needs of your client contact:

OPTIONS, INC.
109 S. Bloodworth St, Raleigh, NC 27601

1-800-699-8011
Work/Life consulting services also available

Circle 24 on card.
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an EAP need additional assistance beyond
that which is provided by the program
itself, the definition does not require an
actual referral foi• outside services.

"Eligible" employees are defined by each
organization's EAP policy, but typically

include all full-time and part-time

employees who worked for the organiza-

tion during the year. Technically, this

number should include all employees who

were working on the First day of the

reporting year plus any employees who

were hired during the year. An easier-

to-obtain alternative (and close approxi-

mation to this figure) is the average num-

ber of employees in the workforce during

the year.

An annual rate is recommended to stan-

dardize the reporting period and to pro-

vide adequate data for benchmarking. For

programs with large caseloads (e.g., greater

than 1,000 cases opened per year),

mid-year and quarterly rates can also be

calculated to engage, in more frequent

quality improvement activities.

DRUG FREE WORKPLACE KIT
OFFERED BY SAMHSA-CSAP
SAMHSt1s Center for Substance Abuse

Prevention (CSAP) has come out with a

kit to help the business community deal

with the effects of drug and alcohol abuse

in the workplace. Making Your Workplace

Drug Free, offers guidance in creating a

new drug free workplace plan and revamp-

ing existing plans. The kit was designed by

professionals in the field of drug-free

workplace policies. Consultation with

owners and managers of small and large

businesses alike were used in order to give

this program a broad range of interpreta-

tions from across the United States.

ONLINE SYSTEM OFFERED BY DCSP
PROVIDES ADDED INFORMATION

Resource Information Management

System has introduced a new Data Centers

Services Program (DCSP), which is

designed to give healthcare organizations,

physicians groups, self-funded employers

and third-party administrators immediate

access to advanced claims processing and

managed care information technology.
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To illustrate the degree to which the cal-

culation method can increase a rate, con-

sider these utilization figures derived for

an EA program in a utility company with

approximately 11,400 employees. Using

the definition presented here gives rise to a

utilization rate of 5.3 percent (599
11,400). Figuring the rate by counting

everything—dependents, supervisory case

consultations, workshop participants and

all active cases—yields a rate equal to 24.0

percent (2,734 = 11,400).
Utilization rate as defined here is not

the same as "penetration rate," which mea-

sures the proportion of troubled employ-

ees who received EAP services. To calculate

the penetration rate, a program must have

available an estimate of the number of

troubled employees in the organization.

Because of the difficulties associated with

accurately estimating problem prevalence

rates, this performance indicator is

impractical for benchmarking purposes.

Other, easily-determined measures, such

as the substance-abusing employee partici-

R E S O U R C E S

This online outsourcing service allows

users to process claims/encounters, enter

data and print reports as if the technology

were resident in their offices. For more

information, contact David Dunn,

Resource Information Management Sys-

tems, Inc, 500 Technology Drive, P.O.

Box 3094, Naperville, IL 60566-7094;

(708) 369-5300).

J.A. MAJORS JOINS INTERNET
COMMUNITY WITH HOME PAGE

J.A. Majoes Company, the worlds

largest .health science and technical book

distributor has gone online. Through the

Majors Home Page the user can access lists

of recent medical and health publications,

review best selling titles by clinical special-

ty or publisher and see actual table of con-

tents on selected titles. In addition lists of

popular consumer health publications,

multimedia products with descriptions

and hardware requirements, as well as lists

of new and forthcoming titles are avail-

able. The universal resource locator (URL)

address for Majors' Worldwide Web

Home Page is: http://www.majors.com

pation rate, can serve the purpose of

understanding how well the program is

reaching the organization's specific trou-

bled employee populations.

Utilization rate is a valuable perfor-

mance indicator that should remain in the

EA professional's tool chest. It has greatest

value for benchmarking when used in

combination with other specific measures

that focus on referral sources and casefind-

ing. When presented with a comprehen-

sive set of service delivery indicators, the

rate also has value for marketing and

accountability. When used in marketing,

care should be taken to provide adequate

information so that program decision-

makers fully understand the rate's meaning

and implications. By using the standard

definition offered here, programs will be

able to make meaningful assessments and

comparisons with other programs.

Amaral is the executive director of EAP

Information Systems in Yreka. Calif. He may

be reached at (916) 842- 4778.

For more information, contact Carolyn

Lewis, Director of Marketing, (214) 247-

2929 or Internet e-mail dallas@mail.

majors.com.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
TRAINING ON CD-ROM

Tarrigon Training International has

come out with a CD-ROM training

course, Dealing With Conflict, which pro-

vides employees at all levels in an organi-

zation with a set of practical skills and

resources to deal with conflict in the work-

place using awin/win approach.

Dealing With Conflict describe the five

traditional ways of handling conflict: sup-

pression, compromise, withdrawal, win/

lose, and win/win. The CD ROM uses the

full motion video, interactive questions

and answers, graphics and text, the CD-

ROM allows the viewers to observe con-

flict, relate to it, and choose solutions to

resolve the conflict.

For more information on Dealing with

Conflict, contact Hawthorne Associates, 46

Centre Avenue, Belmont, MA 02178. Or

call, (617)489-4084; Fa~c: (617)489-3319.

employeeassistanee
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continued from page 23
values of employee assistance, without an
intimate relationship with the corpora-
tion, without hands-on contact with the
troubled employee, it is simply not
employee assistance. In most instances, the
only aspect of employee assistance that is
being employed by many MCOs and
group practices that offer an EAP product

is assessment and referral. This is often

accomplished via an 800 number from

another state. This is a pale shadow of

what a high quality EAP can offer. Never-

the-less, solid, long-established EAPs are

falling victim to it.

Behavioral group practices will have to

decide if they are going to attempt to com-

pete with the local EAPs for contracts or

concentrate on the business they know

best, treating people. For the behavioral

group that wishes to focus on quality, cost-

effective treatment can be an invaluable

resource to the EAP. As with individual

therapists, EA professionals are being chal-

lenged to form alliances and find new ways

to collaborate.

Extra Administrative Layer
If a centralized administration had as it's

only purpose to add more paper or more

zeros and ones on a computer hard drive,

the concern would be valid; but in a qual-

iry group, the centralized organization

enriches the therapist and client, enabling

the provider to deliver the optimum ser-

vice and offer much to the EAP in return.

The following list details a few things a

well-established group can offer to the

EAP:

• Medical cost-control for the self-

insured union or unmanaged care client.

• Excellent reports when the client

company requires specific outcomes and

satisfaction measures for its employees.

•Access to a large pool of therapists on

multiple panels with multiple specialities

over a large geographic area.

•Depth of professional skills in manag-

ing the care of a client who may require

multiple specialties or level of care, so as to

assure quality as well as cost-effective care.

• Often, because of its track record and

joint projects, the group will have greater

credibility with managed care companies

than the individual therapist or EAP. As a

result, they often can negotiate the treat-

ment certification process for the difficult

case more effectively.

• Ease of access.

If the EAP and BGP form an alliance,

there are many ways in which the admin-

istrative burdens can be reduced or even

handed off to the BGP. For instance, such

an alliance could be fashioned in such a

manner that the BGP would pick up many

of the reporting requirements, negotiation

with managed care companies for treat-

ment authorizations, and CQI for those

needing assessment and referral. This aceu-

The Council o, f

Beh~viordl Group

Practices, with the

Institute for

Behavioral Healthcare,

la~zs Coyne up with

certain baseline

stanc~~ds that

group should satisfy.

ally would free up the EAP to focus on the

employee and employer functions.

Loss of Intimacy
There is much that the state-of-the-art

BGP can offer to the local EAP but not

without first listening to, respecting and

accommodating the unique needs of each.

If the group is inflexible, there will be

problems. One should look for a group

that respects the unique needs of your

EAP and demonstrates a willingness to

meet these needs. We have realized that

this issue of direct contact with the thera-

pist is extremely important to many EA

professionals, on both the national as well

as local level. EA professionals will rypical-

ly identify clinicians within a group prac-

tice who seem to be effective with their

clients and specify these clinicians when

they are referring to the practice. As long

as the EA professional respects the clini-

cian as a member of the group, the group

should have no problem with direct access

to the clinician.

In addition, the clinical and geographic

range of the group can be a remarkable

resource for the challenging referral.

Sometimes, the EA professional does not

have an easy fit on the tip of the tongue. A

case in point: One afternoon, we received

a telephone call from an EA professional

requesting a male therapist, who was on

the Value Behavioral Health panel, special-

ized in compulsive gambling, was located

in the White Plains area, and had daytime

hours. We were able to accommodate this

particular mix of needs without difficulty.

No one who is aware of the develop-

ments in the field in recent years is naive

enough to suggest that a bell will ring

some day and we will all return to our

original chairs. It is inevitable that psy-

chotherapy and behavioral healthcare will

move from being a "mom and pop" cot-

tage industry, as therapists realign co meet

the challenges of the marketplace.

Increasingly, therapists will form into

groups as MCOs move to the efficiencies

of scale that the BGP offers. It makes

nothing but sense for alliances to take full

advantage of the assets of each, rather than

ignoring or competing with each other. It

is up to the BGP, however, to find ways to

be flexible, adaptable and respectful of the

unique role of each EAP.

Joining their resources and talents, the

BGP and EAP can offer to their corporate

as well as their individual clients the bene-

fits of high quality, cost-effective health-

care. Also, they can document the cost-

eET~iciency as well as the satisfaction of the

employees. An alliance between the BGP

and EAP, properly established, can do

nothing less than enhance the quality of

both. This translates to the bottom line of

the EAP, which is to bring about a more

productive and efficient employee for the

corporation. We see this as a win for every-

one. Behavioral group practices are all

dressed up for the dance. How about an

invitation?

Lamanno is a founding partner of Com-

prehensive Outcomes Inc., amulti-discipli-

nary group practice in Scarsdale, N. Y.

Photo by the Stock Market
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periodic supervisory training sessions for
members of The Compliance Alliance, a
consortium of small businesses which han-
dles DOT drug. and alcohol regulation
compliance.

The Office of Drug Enforcement and
Program Compliance published "Sub-
stance Abuse Professional Procedures
Guidelines for Transportation Workplace
Drug and Alcohol Testing Programs" in
June 1995, establishing some standard
guidelines for SAPS. These guidelines, plus
the clinical guidelines established by our
parent company, Crossroads Counseling
Ltd., create a useful protocol for the
member SAPS.
Each SAP is given a set of standard

forms. The forms begin with a check list of
the Network Protocol and include a stan-
dard intake, releases to employers and to
treatment providers, both past and future,
informed consent and apsych/social histo-
ry outline. Network professionals use the
SASSI evaluation tool, various other stan-
dard screening instruments and ASAM2

BRIGHTON
hIOSPITAL

Substance Abuse Treatment

Emphasis on Alcoholics
Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous,

AI-Anon, Family &Employers

• Family Services

• Outpatient Services
• Individual &Group Therapy

• Adult Day Treatment

• Intervention Specialists

• A.A., AI-Anon, Alateen-
On Site &Referral

• Aftercare Services

• Adolescent Inpatient
& Outpatient

Accredited by JCAHO -Approved by BCBSM

INPATIENT DEPARTMENT (810) 227-1211

12851 East Grand River,
Brighton, Michigan 48116

LIVINGSTON COUNSELING
AND ASSESSMENT SERVICES
3744 East Grand River, Howell 48843

(517) 546-7070

34 Circle 31 on card.

criteria for assessment. Referrals are made
with consideration of client needs with
respect to insurance coverage, if any, and/or
to Colorado state-approved agencies.

It is vitally important that the SAP be
aware of referring employers' policies
regarding payment for evaluation and/or
treatment, employee medical benefit plans
and administrative, sick or annual leave
policy. In addition, many employers ter-
minate for policy and/or DOT violations,
although some may have rehire or second-
chance policies for employees who comply
with the SAP recommendations. This
information is vital for the SAP during the
entire process, from the time of initial
evaluation to the completion of the
return-to-duty evaluation, because the
SAP must consider all of this information
when making a recommendation for
referral and return-to-duty considerations.
The SAP must also be aware of any labor
organization, employee assistance or man-
aged care involvement and obtain appro-
priate releases and consent forms for effec-

90-day post-primary residential aftercare

• Chemical dependency or CD
wlsecondary diagnosis

•State licensed/CARE Accredited

•Work Requirement

Separate Men's, Women's and
Co•Ed Residences

• Affordable

Mpls, Men's Program
(612) 827-2517

Mpls. Women's Program
(612) 869-3223

Phoenix Co•Ed Program
(602) 274-5424

Circle 32 on card.

tive case management services.
Confidential copies of all assessments

and referrals are kept on file at our central
office to furnish complete records for all
employers.

Network has been in operation for
about eight months, and referrals increase
monthly. It is expected that as the end of
the first quarter of the year, and the dead-
line for the first round of alcohol tests for
small employers approaches, the numbers
of referrals will increase dramatically.

Rothschild, us a consultant, manages the
operations 

of UA Express along with it's sub-
divisions, Colorado SAP Network and The
Compliance Alliance. He also is president of
Rothschild's Files, a consulting fzrm and EAP
software provider. Hermanson is an SAP
member of Colorado SAP Network and
owner of SAP Associates, also known as
Substance Abuse Professional Associates
which provides evaluations, Braining, consul-
tation and employee assistance programs
relating to the DOT regulations.

LEAP
EXAMINATION

1996

Application Due: Exam Date:

October 11 December 7

EliQibilitV Requirements:*

Three years full-time EAP
experience; or a minimum of
3,000 hours over at least
3 years of part-tine EAY
experience.

* Eligibility requirements will
cha►:ge for 1997 F,xmns

Contact:
EACC / EAPA
2101 Wilson Blvd. Ste. 500
Arlington, VA 22201
phone 703-522-6272
fax 703-522585

Circle 33 on card.



April 28 -May 1, 1936
Washington Convention Center

Washington, DC

7 Dynamic Keynote Speakers
Already Confirmed!

JAMFS CARVILLE, Senior Political Advisor to President
Clinton; Former Chief Strategist for Clinton/Gore '92

MICHAEL HINSLEY, Senior Editor,
The New Republic; Contributing Writer, TIME Magazine;
Co-host, CNN's "Crossfire" program

MARY MATALIN, Former Deputy Campaign Manager for
President George Bush; Host of CNBC's "Equal Time";
Commentator, NBC's "Today" Show

IAN MORRISON, PHD, President, Institute for the Future

UWE REINHARDT, PHD, James Madison Professor,
Princeton University

GOVERNOR JOHN H. SUNUNU, President, JHS Associates,
Ltd; Co-host, CNN's "Crossfire"; Former White House Chief
of Staff to President George Bush

REED TUCKSON, MD, President, Charles R.
Drew University

8th Mnual
National Managed Health Care Congress,
April 28 -May 1, 1996

For more information:

ca11617.270.6000, fax 617.270.6107

or write to: NMHCC

70 Blanchard Road, ~~ ~~~~~redn; -- --- .

""Suite 4000, ;''~ —
N~VIHCCBurlington, MA 01803

Reasons to Attend:
• SAVE VALUABLE TIME by immersing yourself for 4

days to draft a blueprint to ensure your survival and
success.

• DISCUSS COMPLEX MANAGED CARE ISSUES during
our 3 hour intensive symposia.

• LISTEN TO CASE STUDIES presented by representa-
tives from the nation's top health care organizations.

• INITIATE AND DEVELOP RELATIONSHIPS with
colleagues and industry experts to ensure productive,
long-lasting partnerships by networking with over 7,000
of your peers.

• CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN PROGRAM to address and
meet your challenges by attending in-depth sessions
from 12 industry tracks, participating in interactive
roundtables, and previewing the latest products and
services in the exhibit hall.

— — — — — — — —

YeS~ 
I want to Hnd the solutions I need to make successful i►nprovements
in health care delivery.

_Please send me detailed information on The National Managed Health Care Congress.

_Please put me on your mailing list for all upcoming managed care events.

Name

'Title

Company Address

City State Zip

Phone Fax

091.95

Circle 34 on card.



• CONTINUUM OF CARE
Adult adolescent inpatient,
adult/adolescent residential,
partial care and intensive
outpatient treatment sites provide
tranquil, specialized settings
within anon-denominational
Christian perspective.

♦ LICENSURE
State licensed, JCAHO
accreditation with commendation
and CHAMPUS provider.

• STAFF
Highly skilled professional staff
of licensed psychiatrists,
internists, psychologists, RN's,
master level therapists and
registered dietitians providing
individualized programs and
lengths of stay.

♦ TREATMENT COVERED BY
MOST INSURANCES
Expert assistance provided to
prospective patients in
determining availability of
benefits or other financial
options.

~ D ~°
Center for Anorexia mid Bulimia, Inc.

One East Apache
P.O. Box 2481

Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1 (800) 445-1900

R C' S O U R C L F O C U S

i

NATIONAL TREATMENT

CONSORTIUM INC.

An Expanded Professional Organization Shaping
Stdnd~rds and Delivery Initiatives

he National Treatment Consor-

tium (NTC), founded in 1989, is

an "umbrella" organization

designed to address the challenging issues
and initia~ives of the delivery, purchase

and payment of treatment for addictions

and mental illness; broadening the profes-
sional network of employers, benefits

managers, insurance, managed care,
unions and labor organizations, HMOs,
PPOs, EA professionals, and treatment

providers from both public and private

sector.

NTC does not represent any special

interest constituency, nor does it compete
with other organizations representing spe-

cific professions. Instead, it strives to be

the "mortar between the bricks" and focus

on consensus and common concerns of all

interested parties, including representa-

tives from Fortune 1000 corporations and
federal and state governments.

Mission Statement

The mission is to:

• provide astraight-forward dialogue

between different groups in an effort to

enhance the nation's treatment capacity

and create viable approaches to working

together;

• build bridges between different fac-

tions of the healthcare system, working

with the decision-makers;

• introduce new ideas and concepts
with regard to structuring benefits, creat-
ing practice guidelines and devising per-

formance standards for treatment.

• work proactively to create effective

systems to shape the future of paying, pur-

chasing and delivering quality treatment.

Jeff "l. Kramer

Activities

NTC activities provide an objective

Forum through seminars, publications and
the Annual National Conference to

address needs of the business and health-

care communities concurrently. These

include monthly communications, ongo-

ing public education, interaction with

professional associations, leadership and

advocacy in Washington, D.C., the
Annual NTC Training Seminar and the

Annual National Conference on

Treatment Initiatives.

An NTC White Paper on The Future of

Addiction Treatment was brought out in

August 1995. It consists of three sections:

1) a survey of Americans' views on alco-

holism and drug addiction; 2) a survey of

professionals' views on alcoholism and

drug treatment; and 3) papers addressing
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the future of addiction treatment.

The survey of American views found a

substantial number of respondents

describe alcoholism and drug addiction as

a medical illness that required medical

treatment and responds to a variety of

treatment approaches. In addition, most

Americans believe alcoholism and drug

addiction should play some role in health-

care reform. The survey also reporced
improvement in personal, family and
social life as the most important goal of

treatment.

The primary purpose of the survey of

professionals was to compare what they

thought other professional groups believed

and were likely to respond to certain ques-

tions. Loss of control was identified as the

main indicator of alcoholism and drug

addiction. All respondents indicated treat-

ment is at least somewhat effective and

that a comprehensive continuum of care

constitutes the best approach to alcohol

and drug treatment. Also, an overwhelm-

ing majority of healthcare professionals

said addiction treatment should have pari-

tywith primary health benefits and should

be an integral part of any basic healthcare

package. Responses of the subgroups

demonstrated that none of these held the

extreme views that other subgroups

believed they did although views reflected

natural biases.

In the final section of the White Paper,

selected authors provided their insights on

issues destined to play pivotal roles in the

future. These included advances in sci-

ence, the role of the primary care physi-

cian and the inclusion of pharmacothera-

py in treating addiction. The primary care

physician has been and will continue in

the future to be a key player in the early

diagnosis and the direction of treatment of

addictions. Recent developments in phar-

macotherapy are also examined in the con-

text of she future of addiction treatment.

As knowledge and understanding of the

brain increases, advances in pharma=

cotherapy are likely to produce new treat-

men~ options to compliment known

proven methods of treatment.
Future Goals

One of the things NTC is pulling

together is a national taskforce to address

clinical practice guidelines for dually diag-

nosedpatients, establishing an appropriate

march/april 1996

linkage between the addiction and mental

health communities. Currently, NTC is

seeking funding to develop the guidelines

with a field testing validation effort.

Another project involves helping devel-

op quality, effective purchase and delivery

of care, being active on legislative commit-

tees, evaluating what works.

Eventually, NTC would like to be the

quality assurance agent to provide checks

and balances for managed care. As a body

that doesn't have a parochial interest in

terms of contractual and money concerns,

NTC would provide an independent,

objective view of the effectiveness of man-

aged care.

Conferences

Meetings include a national conference

and five Southeast Regional Conferences.

Two of the regional conferences have yet

to be held: one is on May 23 & 24 in

Jackson, Miss., and the other is on June 10

& 11 in Montgomery, Ala. The confer-

ence topic is "The Impact of State

Healthcare Reform on Substance Abuse

Treatment."

The Seventh National Conference on

Treatment Initiatives will be held August

18-20 at the Hyatt Regency in Bethesda,

Md. The conference theme is "Taking

Charge."

Vital Statistics

David H. Bralove: President, Chair of

National Task Force on the Future of

Treatment

David is an attorney with the Bralove

Group based in Washington, DC.

Norman Hoffmann, PhD: Vice President

Norm is the vice president of New

Standards Inc., in St. Paul, Minn.

JeE~ T. Kramer: Eacecutive Vice President/

Chief Operating Officer

Jeff is the staff member of the NTC in

Washington, DC.

William E. Ford, PhD: Executive

Committee

Bill is the assistant vice president to

Provider Relations at US Behavioral

Health in Emeryville, Calif.

National Treatment Consortium Inc.

444 N. Capitol St., NW, Ste. 200

Washington, DC 20001

(202) 434-4780; Fa~c: (202) 434-4783
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~~fOT SPOTS
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES SHOWCASE
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HAZELllEN NEW YQRK
Drug Free Residential/Intensive Residential

Hazelden New York wishes to nnnou~~ce expended services to now include:

«~rr~r~r~s~v~ ~rs~a~~;~v~rt~~. ~~ac~~m„
Drug Free Residential Substance Abuse Treatment is for [hose whose
immediate return to thee• previous environment is inadvisable or not pos-
sible, immediately following discharge from a primary rehabilitation pro-
gram. Residents go to work during the day, and treatment in the evening
includes individual counseling and group therapy, with support, process,
intimacy, spirituality and vocational groups, and family counseling.

Intensive Residential is an inpatient treatment that involves participa-
tion in a three-hour group during the day, as well as the Residential
groups in the mornings and evenings.

The cost is $200/day; current Residential rates remain at $125/day.
For information and referral, please call:

DAVID PETERSEN

ANON-PROFIT FACILl7'Y of the Hnzelden Foundalinn, u pioneer in
chemical dependency treamfen~.

"Healing is n matter of time, but it is also a matter of opportunity."
—Hippocrates

VALLEY FORGE
MEDICAL CENTER &HOSPITAL

Where EXPERT CARE and a CARING ENVIRONMENT
Are Your Best Opportunity For Recovery

Specialized Treatment Services For:
• Alcoholism •Drug Addiction
• Addiciton &HIV/Aids Medical Management
• Dual Disorders •Compulsive Gambling

Velby Fags Medkal Center 6 Hoepiul

Experts in Treatment •Leaders in Recovery
(800)772-7746 or (610)539-8500

1033 W. Germantown Pike, Norristown PA 19403

__ .. ` ~"

/ ~~
~. ~ ~ j, •

~ ~ ~ ~ • 
~ /~ i ~

C LASS I F I E D S /CONS U LT A N T D I R C C T O R Y

B O O K S MEDIATION TRAINING P 1Z O D / S E R V I C E S

with our handbook

Fills the DOT's written communication re-
quirementforsafety-sensitive employees.
'Known as "the Little Yellow Book;" used
by Fortune 500 comppnies nationally
Details signs and symptoms of drug and
alcohol abuse and the effects on driving.
Quantity discounts ..

~ '•

YES! YOU CAN STOP SMOKING
"Even if you don't want to" 0

A Great Book &Great Solutions ~O~O~
Only $11.95 plus 3.50 S&H. '9~'p
PO Box 16656 W. Palm Bch, FL 33476
Vlse 8 MasterCard Welcomed

800-547-7867 /Inpatient TX Available
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Mediation Training
Customized training to meet
your needs. For info, call
Midwest Dispute Resolution
Center, Inc., 9752 Lansing Ave.
N., Stillwater, MN 55082, (612)
439-891 1

N[.W PRODUCTS

► INSTANTREPRODUCE d~ DISTRIBUiEI

The Frontline
u perve s o rNewaletter

FREE TEST SAMPLE • 1-800-626-4327
MORE SUPERVISOR REFERRALS b EAP VISIBiRYI

Classifieds Get Results!
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HOW DO YOU HELP YOUR EMPLOYEES
WITH CHILD &ADULT CARE?

Established in 1983, AMERICARE SYSTEMS, INC. offers the following work/family
services for corporate clients and their employees:

Child Care Referrals
Adult Care Referrals
Consulting Services

Feasibility Studies

Child Care Center Design &Evaluation

Management 1~aining

Work and Family Seminars

"Family Education Fair" Coordination

QUALITY CARE DOESN'T COST, IT PAYS!

Open to Joint Denture Possibilities

m~riwr~ Americare Systems, Inc.
~ ystems 1400 Woodward Ave. Suite 20

Y '~~'~ Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304-3972
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Kids in Crisis SM

1-X00-8KI d1 ~
l ~ Intensive Treatment Family
are Program

and ~ Crisis intervention

~ Parent training
care m National Referral Network

~ National Affiliates Network

Sn ■ Licensed and approved
school

■ Crisis intervention

~ ■ National Referral Network

■ National Affiliates Network

ospital

1.800.8KID-123
psychiatric ■Eating Disorders
~° Treatment Track

(anorexia, bulimia)
10-13

~-18

ore about KidsPeace on the Internet at address:
www.kidspeace.org
r admission information, E-mail us at:
fissions@kidspeace.org

coedited by Joint Commission on Accreditation of
ganizations, The American Association of Psychiatric
ihiltlren, and Middle States Association of Colleges and
;pting most major insurers. KidsPeace does not discriminate
ons with regard to sex, race, creed, color, national origin,
fs, disabilities
in9 

~—•.. 
// 

~~~~WO

se send me your FREE' "24 Ways You Can
o Help Your Kitls Through Crisis," "What Every ~
v..." and "Seven Standards for Effective
1-in only please.) ~

,,~, i
Name ~

KidsPeace helps before, , ~
~during and after crisis. Tille i,

Learn how you can, too, ; ~
~ School/Organization_

by sending for our , ~
educational ~ Address

'FREE" brochures. ' ~~ City State Zip i
mply complete the coupon at right
iay and mail to KidsPeace i Pnone ( ) i
vanCement, 5100 Tilghm8n St., j 'quantity order discount price list mailed with above brochures. j
to 010, Allentown, PA 18104.

i Return to KidsPeace Advancement
ee for quantity orders. See coupon. ~ 5100 Tilghman St., Suite 010, Allentown, PA 18104. EAP
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A ONE-DAY
INTERACTIVE
WORKSHOP:

MAY 10, 1996
~~~~t~~

New York City

PDHS Available
Among the nationally

known experts
you'll hear:

Richard Jenny, Ph.D.
Research Scientist. Toxicology Division,
New York State Department of Health,

N.Y.S. Topic: Laboratory certification and
forensic toxicology testing.

Beverly L. Richman, M.D.
Chief, Medical Services, Methadone

Maintenance Treatment Program, Beth
Israel Medical Center, New York City.
Topic: Comprehensive medical care in the

context of drug rehabilitation.

David P. Glasel, Esq.
Partner, Sherrin & Glasel, Albany, NY.

Topic: Legal implications and the benefits
of a well defined &communicated

`'~ ~ corporate substance abuse policy.

Arnold Washton, Ph.D.
Senior VP, Chemical Dependency
Services, Continuum Behavioral

Healthcare, Park Ridge, NJ; Executive
Director, The Washton Institute,

New York City. Topic: "Going Beyond
The Urine Test' - a clinical assessment

of substance abuse.

T.J. Elliott, M.S., CAC
President, EAPANYC

Topic: Employee Assistance Programs &
Safety Sensitive Testing: the impact of

department of transportation regulations.

j Ann Hayes
CEO, Strang Hayes Consulting, New York
City. Topic: Case studies -the pivotal role
of employee and supervisor substance

abuse awareness programs.

~f —
~.. 

~I

1

i n~ vn~ ~.vn ~~r~n~~
To Attend When The Goal
Is Zero Tolerance.
• An intensive one-day workshop for employers,
Employee Assistance Professionals (EAPs), Substance
Abuse Professionals (S.A.P.~, human resource managers,
occupational health executives and others.

• Learn to identify substance abuse problems
in the workplace.

• Understand the tools at your disposal to combat them

• You will leave armed with practical strategies you can
put into place at your business immediately.

OPENING ADDRESS: William J. Closson, Ph.D.
Director,, Brunswick Toxicology, Inc., Amityville, NY. Over his more than 20 years in
forensic drug testing, Dr. Crosson has been qualified as an expert
and testified in more than 100 trials and administrative hearings involving
substance abuse. He is a consultant to the National Laboratory Certification
Program of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA).

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Kenneth M. Goetz, M.D., M.P.H.
Director of Health Services, Long Island Lighting Company, Hicksville, NY.
Dr, Goes is responsible for coordinating all medical activities for LILCO, including
surveillance examinations and fitness for duty evaluations. He will discuss his
experiences in developing and maintaining new corporate drug testing programs.

REGISTER NOW!

c~1-800-772-1926 DR. CLOSSON
Space is limited and demand is expected to be strong. The workshop will

begin promptly at 8 a.m. and end at 4 p.m. Cost of the one-day program is

$175. Lunch will be served. Special room rates are availbable at the Waldorf

Astoria for the evening of May 9th.

A nof-for-profit seminar sponsored by:

Center for forensic chemisr = BR~~sW'~K

TOXICOLOGY'"`
_ ~ °_

~ROL'
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